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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of two lived aspects of family life. Using a phenomenologicaI, narrative 

approach, the dissertation offers as its main focus a mimetic word tapestry of daily experience in 

the lives of hvo pre-reading children and their emerging mother-researcher in a family life that is 

abundant in orally shared reading. The first specific aspect is the verbat connections made by the 

t\vo children to shared oral reading in their home. Locating these connections within the realm 

of pre-readins reader response, the author's main concentration is on the responses which occur 

Iong after the reading sessions are over and which are initiated and developed by the children 

themselves. The second aspect deals with the author's growing responses to these comections. 

Locating her responses within the realm of mother-research, the author offers the mimetic 

tapestry, and accompanying reflections, as a look at ber lived experience as mother, graduate 

stiident and mother-researcher. 

CoIlected during the three-year span of the author7s life as a graduate student, the data in 

tliis study stems from four main sources: videotaped early reading sessions; audiotaped 

spontaneous conversations and the according transcripts; farnily history (scrapbooks, calendars); 

the author's journal, consisting of  records of the children7s verbal connections and reflections 
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about t hem, as well as pertinent graduate papers and portfolios. Using phenomenological 

analysis, the data is then woven into a mimetic word tapestry in an attempt to provide the reader 

with a sense of  daily lived experience. 

Central to this study are several of the author's philosophies. The importance of daily, 

lived experience and the routines of life with srnall children, through the study of which much 

knowledge can be gained about such a life, is one philosophy. Furthemore, that the richness and 

vitality of stories, whether from books or children or their parents, infonns Our lives and the way 

ive accordingiy see the world around us, is another philosophy. AIso central is the notion that, as 

readers. we bring the texts which we read to life and that, in doing so, they recriprocally offer us 

a heightened awareness and further knowledge. Lastly, the role of graduate work, and the 

writing of a dissertation, are also seen as ways in which we can simultaneously look outward at 

the world around us and inward at our own workings and, in the process, corne to see both in 

enlightened. or possibly changed, ways. 
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Prologue 

Where grow the stories? 



Amidst the eagerness of life, 



the delight, 



the determination, 



the discovery, 



grow the stories. 



Amidst the quietness of life, 



the wealth, 



the wonder, 



the wrapture, 



grow the stories. 



Amidst the connections of life, 



the laughter, 



the leaming, 



the love, 



grow the stories. 



Amidst the stories of life, 











Chapter One: Influences and Connections 

Because when you read a book as a child, it becomes part of  your identity in a way 
that no other reading in your life does. 

(Meg Ryan as Kathleen Kelly, Yozr 've Gof Mail) 

Lived experience is the starting point and end point of phenomenological research. 
The aim of phenomenology is to transform lived experience into a textual expression 
of its essence-in such a way that the effect of the text is at once a reflexive re-living 
and a reflective appropriation of something meaningful: a notion by which a reader is 
powerfully animated in his or her own lived experience. 

(van Manen, Research ing L ived Ekperience) 

It is a late August evening. We are a11 on our bed. Jirn and 1 have just changed reading 

places and he is now lying, next to our cat, at the foot of the bed. Bed-time reading is a very 

much enjoyed and indeed expected part of  our days. 1 am between Erich and Rachel who are 

snuggled in for the next chapter of Anne of Green Gables, waiting to hear what will happen 

to Anne tonight. The evening sunlight is stretching through the windows, across the floor and 

ont0 the bed. It is a peacefùl night on our little Street. 

Reading, 1 begin, "After two weeks Anne took to haunting the post office. . .." (83) 

Rachel is speaking softly. "Use the shortcut, Anne Shirley; use the shortcut." She is 

looking at the picture in the book, taking to Anne. 

Smiling, 1 Say, "That's right, Rachel, and 1 think she did. We saw it too, didn't we?" 

Rachel, pleased and stilI listening carefully for more of the story, nods. Erich, snuggled in on 

my other side and Jim, at the foot of the bed, are equally as enraptured and involved. 

We have just retumed fiom a month-long vacation on the East Coast and have spent a 

week on Prince Edward Island itself, during which time we visited Green Gables and indeed 

did see Montgomery's shortcut through the woods to the post office. Erich (6 years, 4 
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months) and Rachel (4 years, 9 months) were quite interested in Anne and Green Gables and 

delighted to buy the young readers' classic edition (which we are now reading) at the 

MacNeiIl homestead where Lucy Maud Montgomery lived. 

The above phenomenological description reflects a number of important aspects of 

this study. First, it sets the scene with respect to the nature of our expenence as a farnily of 

readers and readers-to as well as listeners-to. Secondly, it makes apparent my interest in the 

kinds of interactions that my children have with books and the ways in which they make 

connections as a result of shared oral reading experiences. Thirdly, it demonstrates the kind 

of attention to the details of everyday Iife (van Manen, 8) that this study uses as its basis. 

Acknowledging World-Views: Early Years 

It is often suggested that our expenences shape Our outlooks or, that at the very least, 

our outlooks are shaped by a combination of our experiences and Our natures. In examining 

iny persona1 ideology about language and reading, 1 see reflected the experiences which have 

shaped my world-view. This section and the three following sections attempt to explore the 

formative experiences which have necessarily influenced my own views and which, 

accordingly, have influenced this study and my life with my children. 

My early memories of language and reading stem fiom two sources--my mother and 

school. Even though 1 don? remember cleariy my mother beginning to read with me, 1 can 

quite distinctly remember her doing so with my sister and my brother. As my mother gave 

birth to three children in two years, me being the eldest, my memones of being with her as 

she read with my sister and brother are very much part of my collective memories of "our 
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childhood." A child's Bible storybook, still on the bookshelf at home, and library books 

figured prominently as reading material. For that matter, several different libraries, a 

bookmobile (a wonderhl invention in the eyes of a country child!), new and used bookstores 

are part of my mom-and-me mernories. These experiences never stopped and, even in my 

mother's Iast year, when she couldn't go out to get her own books, we still kept our book- 

bond as I was able to choose them for her. 1 am so happy that 1 had our past expenences as 

the basis for my choices. 

My childhood was a bookworm's paradise. Louisa May Alcott, L.M. ~Montgomery, 

Laura lngalls Wilder, Gene Stratton Porter, Margaret Mitchell, and others, provided many 

happy reading moments. A forward-thinking grade eight teacher introduced me to 

Shakespeare (A Merchant of Venice) and this, on top of several novel fragments (one about a 

future world inhabited by giant panda bears!) and our annual school writing contest made my 

grade 6. 7 and 8 years very language-oriented. In fact, one of my earliest titeracy essays is 

about symbols in John Steinbeck's The Pearl; the writing of it was like tuming on a light. I 

still remember it clearly hventy-two years later. High school language experiences again 

centred around a very special English teacher-and Richler, Lawrence, Chaucer, Tennyson, 

Hardy (and others). My writing shified to short stories and poems and the bookworm's 

paradise flourished. 

Acknowiedging World-Views: Formal Education 

From my secondary school English through to the end of my master's degree, my 

education was primarily dictated by the effects of the New Criticism, which Appleyard, in his 
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1 990 book Becoming a Render: n e  E-rperieme of Ficrion From Chitdhood to AduIthood, 

cliaracterizes as a program that emphasized "the kind of close reading of the text that has 

been the mainstream doctrine of college English departrnents for the past thirty years." ( 144) 

Whether comparing Richier's St. Urbain S Horsentun and Lowry's Utider the Vdcurzo (my  

independent study project at the end of secondary schooi English) or comparing modes of 

opening and closing in Onty Conrtect: Begimings atrd Endings in Howards End and A 

Passage to I d i u  (my senior honours paper for my undergraduate degree), 1 identified and 

developed text-based, text-driven explications of these works. M i l e  as a reader, 1 may have 

responded to these works based on my aesthetic reading of them (to use Rosenblatt's term). 1 

Iiad been schooled to emphasize my efferent reading of these texts. Like a skilful surgeon, 1 

used my literary scalpel to view the whole of the literary work and then to dissect its 

coniponent parts, offering some linked observations as 1 did so. My discussion of my 

esperience thus far suggests perhaps a dissatisfaction with it. Indeed, this is not the case; I 

revelled in the glories and discoveries of the text and the thinking world it offered me as 1 

pursued my work. My focus of "the text is central" is the pervading critical approach in my 

master's thesis, Self-Futfiltniertr and Union in niree Novels of E.M. Forster. As 1 state in my 

introductory chapter, "[Tlhis thesis. . . looks to these three novels to discover the evolving 

methods that Forster employs in working towards the directness that finally achieves [in his 

artistic dealings with sexuaiity and union] in Mawice." (4) At the same time, however, I 

acknowledge that my interest in Forster also stems fiom a fascination with the concept of 

"connection," which is so central to Forster's humanistic outlook. 



Acknowledging World-Views: Teaching as Education 

An Example fiom Practice 

My experience in teaching English to secondary school students (which followed my 

graduate work in English) saw me still intrigued and inspired by text and, at the same tirne, 

increasing my fascination with connection and how we as readers connect to literature. Here, 

1 began to see evidence of Rosenblatt's suggestion that reading, even for literary study 

purposes, is "a transaction between a reader and a text." (1 98 1, 18). Classroom experience 

allowed me to see that students need encouragement and confidence to develop their own 

voices and, indeed, that it is through student voices that not only new scholarship but also 

new life is given to works. A specific exarnple surrounds a senior class novel study. Using 

Duckworth's terminology, 1 wanted students to experience the phenornena of connecting to 

literature. As such, 1 decided that 1 would make some changes in the way that the novel for 

the course would be explored. Although 1 recognized that students were indeed gaining 

knowledge of essay format and bibliographic entries (etc.) through the book report and the 

traditional senior essay, 1 was aware of the fact that 1 did not often read a lot of what students 

actually thought. In fact, it was evident that the students who did best (grade wise) on these 

reports and essays were those who said what they thought while cloaking it in the appropriate 

format dictated by the assigrment. In a way, it seemed as if the prescribed format was 

holding back what could ultimately be the real kinds of discoveries that 1 hoped that a student 

makes in reading literature. Furthemore, even though 1 had for several years given the 

students the opportunity of choosing between formats (Le. comparative essays, thematically- 

based exarninations, considerations of the one author's works, etc.), this same kind of 



restraint occurred for many of them. 

Having taught a number of my students previously, 1 was equally aware of the fact 

that they did indeed have much to bring to the discussion of ideas and issues in the 

classroom. It seemed to be a combination of pressures (the restrictions of the formats, the 

pressure to get good marks in a senior class as well as the demands of reading something that 

tliey ordinarily would not be exposed to) that were preventing them £ h m  taking the risks to 

explore their own ideas and reactions. At the sarne time, however, 1 was bound by the fact 

that 1 needed these students to read this piece of literature and 1 Ioathed the idea of chapter- 

by-chapter, question-and-answer techniques. So, having noted and observed their reactions to 

other a ~ s i ~ p n e n t s ,  taken in consideration with what 1 knew of their abilities, interests and 

inhibitions, I opted for the introduction of a reading response journal into my class. With the 

support of a colleague, 1 prepared a guideline for the students, emphasizing the importance of 

honesty and clarity and the lack of importance of form. 1 also gave them some general issues 

that they might want to consider, should they have difficulty in getting started. 

In exploring their responses to Timothy Findley's Famorrs Lasr Words, a masterfully 

crafted novel, my students showed me how literature can "get you where you're at." Through 

their stmggles with the non-linear plot and their unfamiliarity with some of the historically- 

based aspects of the book, they reflected, wondered. observed. They asked many questions 

and answered some of them. In fact, although I expected at least ten pages fiom these 

journals (the novel is quite lengthy), 1 received many more. Some students responded ofien 

with persona1 connections, others referred to specific literary techniques in the novel and still 

others used a combina~ion of both. Most of all, they gained confidence in expressing their 



opinions and views, and in rnaking connections to literature, the phenomena I had been 

hoping that they would experience. One student revealed her observation skills when 

commenting on the details that the main character, Mauberley, notices during the noisiness 

and distraction of the opening scene at the train station. Another was able to express in his 

own words the sense of entrapment that -MauberIey must have felt when he saw the witing 

on the caves, demonstrating empathy, and a fine sense of living the story. 

In sum, then, 1 wanted my students to experience one of Duckworth's real 

phenomena, this being exposure to literature and the wonderings that it c m  bring. 

Furthermore, 1 desired to help them realize and understand their wondenngs and. in doing so. 

they often brought in references to other events and issues and to their persona1 experiences 

as well. Hence, my understanding of reader response theory and its main tenets ernerged 

initially out of practice (such as described above) where students showed me again and again 

that literature can be a moving force when it is allowed to "hit you" where it will. My 

philosophical shift between the "graduate English stance" and the "listening ear for students' 

voices stance" was mitigated by rny own experiences as student and then teacher. The 

symbiotic relatimship between reader and text that I now envision came out of this shifi. 

Acknowledging World-Views: Parenthood as Education 

The anival of my own children placed me in the front-row of a different kind of 

classroom, one in which 1 was able to constantly share and observe the marvels of wonders of 

leaming and corne to an appreciation of the ways in which these two pre-reading children 

respond to literature. Graduate work at OISENT to date has allowed me to expand upon and 
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refine two main threads of my persona1 ideology. Firstly, I have been able to spend much 

enjoyed time observing and writing about the literacy developrnent of my own children. This 

esperience has been (and hopefully will continue to be!) eye-opening for both my husband 

and me. We have watched with wonder as our children lead us into the next part of their 

deveIopment and, in d t i n g  about it, 1 have been able to gain a fürther perspective, which 

Jim has also shared. in t e m s  of my teaching experience, this perspective has only added 

another dimension. Never again will I be able to look at secondary school students without 

some understanding of where they have or have not corne fiom in terrns of  their own 

language backgrounds. Writ large, of  course, this means that 1 think 1 will be forever 

conscious of the educational past which each student bnngs to my classroorn. Included with 

my conception of this educational past is the bias that al1 children should and need to have 

positive educational experiences. The fact that this positive nature hinges as much on parents 

as teachers is perhaps a reflection of rny persona1 situation as well as my growing beliefs. 

Parent Culture and the Value of Reading 

The prevailing parent culture, of which I becarne a part in 1993-94 with the births of 

niy son and daughtsr, has cIear1y affected my perceptions of how 1 should be parenting. 

According to The Globe and Mail series "A year in the life of the Canadian farnily," there are 

parents who have "consciously built their lives around their children, taking bits of the old 

and bits of  the new and snapping a creative new structure into place the way their kids make 

Lego cars. They know that, as their children age, they will take this one apart and build others 

to suit them." (Wed. Sept. 15, 1999, Al  1) In considenng Our home environment, 1 see 
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sirnilarities between these kinds of parents and the parents that my husband and 1 strive to be. 

As quoted at the beginning of this chapter, Kathleen Kelly, the owner of the 

children's bookstore The Shop Arorrnd the Corner in the recent motion picture Yorr 've Got 

Muil, is expressing what many parents in mainstream North America are hearing fiom 

educators these days: reading is important. According to educators, not only does reading to 

your child everyday help them to gain a growing understanding of language. it also promotes 

a family closeness and a shared experience. Kindergarten teachers today provide information 

to parents that stresses the benefits of such closeness as a building block for future success in 

reading and in school in general. Popular guides such as Better Than Lge (Pemac, 1994), 

The Reading Solution (Kropp, 1993) and Read to me: Raising kids who love to Read 

(Cullinan, 1993) are inspirational popular texts that emphasize the value of shared oral 

reading. Other books such as Tlle Read-Alorrd Handbook (Trelease, 1995) and Michele 

Lcidsberg S Grride ro Cltildren S Books (Landsberg, 1985) are wonderfùl tools for helping 

parents and others navigate their way into and through the wealth of children's books 

available. Children's television prograrnming, from re-runs of Mr. Dressrcp to Artlrrrr, reflects 

the perception that reading aloud, in shared communication, is positive and desirable. As a 

parent in the 1990's, these references are part of the "parenting culture" of which 1 have been 

made aware since I became a parent. 

Family Book and Story Worlds 

The active role played by my similarly book-smitten husband, Jim, also means that 

our book involvement has grown and developed as the children have been growing and 
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developing: our home is one that is immersed in print. Family stones point to the fact that 

both my husband and 1 were, fiom early ages, "wordstmck"; time and age have not changed 

this fact. In fact, some of the most exciting moments in my children's baby journais are 

points at which 1 exclaim, "Ench is looking and looking at the pictures in his books!" or 

"Rachel c m  make al1 of the animal sounds in her book!" Our Iibrary, like our reading 

sessions, has been growing since that time. Library cast-off sales, book clubs. garage sales, 

are ail avenues for family library acquisitions. Both Erich and Rachel receive magazines via 

subscriptions and through grocery store purchases. The fi-equency and "naturalness" of their 

interactions with books has made each day a literacy encounter of some sort in our home. In 

addition to reading with our children, my husband and I are both visible readers. The sight of 

their parents reading--books, magazines, newspapers, Internet-4s very common in our house. 

We are tellers of story in our farnily, focussing on the treasure of family history 

through journal, calendar and scrapbook keeping. Both children know that scrapbooks filled 

with pictures, mementoes and words track their early years. These books are brought out on 

special days, rejoiced over and shared with Opa, Auntie and others; the coiicept of personal 

storytelling is a Iiving element in Our house. Birthday invitations, artwork, valentines have al1 

been handed to me, along with favourite out-grown clothes, with the request to "Put this in 

my baby box." Rachel and Erich love to hear stories about when they were "babies" and 

about when Mommy and Daddy were growing up. Some of these stories have become 

intenialized; they can be told by the children as well as by us, although we are always the 

requested tellers. A sense of the past, of the concept of change and of the interest that we 

have in Our family histories can be, 1 believe, a shaping force in how a child perceives both 



her/his immediate world and the larger world beyond. 

A Iast element of our family environment that needs to be mentioned is the talk-- 

the continuous, sometimes seemingly endless (!?!) talk. Each day is framed by the fact that 

we eat two out of three meals together as an entire family, giving opportunities for the 

treasures of the kitchen table to begin to grow. In addition, talk for expressing feelings and 

desires, for sharing experiences, for negotiating, expenmenting and revelling is an inevitable 

and natural part of a household filled with children and parents who like words. The 

challenges posed by the spontaneous nature of these reactions, and the daily busyness of life 

with nvo small children, dictates that this fascination compose only a small part of my life 

with my children, although our family dedication to books and to reading is something that 

has permeated Our daily lives, and sornething that has been shaped and enhanced by both our 

interests as well as the prevailing parent culture to which we have found ourselves attached. 

Pre-reading Reader Response 

Literary theorists such as Rosenblatt ( 1  98 I )  and Eagleton (1 983) emphasize the 

importance of the transaction between the reader and the text. During this transaction, 

meaning is negotiated according to the abilities or strengths of the reader. Rosenblatt 

suggests that 

the text alone cannot dictate the result: any text can be read either nonaesthetically or 
aesthetically. The author may have intended that the text be read, say, aesthetically; a 
text may offer greater rewards for one or another mode of reading. Nevertheless, it is 
the reader who must predominantly adopt one or another mode1 of activity dunng the 
transaction with the text. (20) 

Hence, the seat of power rests with the reader and, according to Rosenblatt, while much 
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credence has been given to the power of the efferent reading stance, she suggests that the 

aesthetic reading stance rnight serve as the basis for al1 literary transactions. Iser (according 

ta Eagleton) would, on the other hand, suggest that the "whole point of reading. . . is that it 

brings us into deeper self-consciousness, catalyzes a more critical view of our own identities. 

It is as though what we have been 'reading', in working Our way through a book, is 

ourseives." (Eagleton, 79) For Iser, the working out of the clashes or different "codes which 

gover[n] literary works and the codes we appl[y] to interpret them" (Eagleton, 78) is what 

marks the most successful of reading expenences because, through this working out, we are 

brought to new levels of awareness. Concepts of the validity and power of the aesthetic, and 

indeed personal, response to literature are important facets of my interests in pre-reading 

reader response (which, according to my research, has not been used as a terrn before. PIease 

see Appendix A for search parameters.). 

Time and the Nature of Pre-Reading Reader Response in this Study 

Despite its connections to reader-response, pre-reading reader response stands 

separate in two distinct ways: its necessary relationship with shared oral reading and its 

acceptance of response as occumng during the reading event, after the reading event and long 

after the reading event. As young children are unable to read independently, it  is given that 

the response begins with their transactions with the text. mediated through shared oral 

reading. As well, given the esperiences shared in this study, the ways of response of young 

children are not and cannot be limited solely to the reading event. While meaning may be 



Figure 1: Time and the Nature of Pre-reading Reader Response 

During Shared Oral Reading \ 

Re-living the Reading Experience Transformiag the Reading Experience 
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negotiated through the initial or subsequent shared oral reading events, the responses 

themselves occur during, afler and at longer periods after the readings. Figure 1, a photo 

collage, attempts a pictoral representation of these concepts of time and response. The focus 

of this study is on the responses that occur after the reading events, dunng daily life with hvo 

Young children, who continue to respond afler the words themselves having stopped being 

read. 

The How of Pre-Reading Reader Response 

Daily lived expenence for both children since infancy has contained orally shared 

stories, whether through talk (initially) or through books themselves. The concepts of pre- 

reading reader response, which fascinated me originally through my journals, calendars and 

scrapbooks, becarne something upon which 1 chose to reflect early on in my joumey in 

graduate work in 1996. Pre-reading reader response, as a field of study, is cIoseIy connected 

to the how aspect of knowledge: how children gain knowledge of the ways in which we 

communicate as a culture, as well as how they make meaning out of the texts that they are 

experiencing and how they aesthetically respond to these texts. Pre-reading reader response is 

also connected to the why aspect of knowledge: why children make meaning out of texts, 

why they respond aesthetically (Le. what is it about the given opportunities allows or 

encourages them to do so). Pre-reading response also gives insight into the what aspect of 

knowledge: what pre-reading children learn fiom shared oral reading and what ramifications 

this type of leaming may have for parents, teachers and students. 

Those active in the field of pre-reading reader response strive to l e m  more about 
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how children make meaning out of text and the ways in which they use text to make meaning 

out of their lives and the lives around them. Part of this consideration is a serniotic 

consideration while, equally important, part of this consideration is an aesthetic 

consideration. Specifically, young children are so vibrant and honest in their reactions that 

much stands to be learned fiom the study of the ways in which they are affected. and 

subsequently affect, literary texts. Tluough methods such as close observation, field and 

journal notes, audio and videotaping, the researcher is able to gain knowledge about the 

comples ways in which stories, and the act of shared oral reading, influence children's play, 

speech, attitudes towards reading and writing. If  we allow that these influences are "cultural 

keys". then pre-reading reader response as a field of study allows a window into the ways in 

which children take part in discourse in and about our culture as weIl as the ways in which 

they make meaning and, in the process. gain knowledge. (Heath, 1992) 

The Why of Pre-Reading Reader Response 

Pre-reading reader response as a field of study allows an intense consideration of why 

children are learning. By exarnining the ways in which young children respond to shared oral 

stories, as well as the types of responses they offer, studies in this field allow us to reflect 

upon the opportunities for true leaming that are available--the knowledge-in-action as 

opposed to the knowledge-out-of-context (Applebee, 1996)--and how these opportunities 

have conle about and how they may be constructed or  encouraged again. 



Further Aspects of  Pre-Reading Reader Response 

Much previous research on yowig children, and their response to literature, has 

focussed on information that may be gleaned during planned times of observation. Some 

sc holars i llurninate the challenges and difficulties of such research. Donald Fry explains that 

children "need to fix the story in the memory and to feel satiswing in comrnand of the 

whole" (105); 1 concur with Fry in terrns of rny experience with my own chifdren. "Book 

obsession" is a phenornenon which can be appreciated and worked with in our home because 

we have the time and opportunity but, as Fry observes, the need for recollection is often tiring 

and straining in a child-filled classroom or even upon successive visits to a home. Arthur 

Applebee suggests that 

[Idluring the preoperational stage, which lasts until about the age of six or seven, the 
child's representation seems to take the simplest possible form: a nearly one-to-one 
correspondence between the representation and the original experience, with little or 
no evidence of reorganization or recoding. To the extent that the child discusses a 
story without retelling it dunng this stage, the discussion reflects such welI-known 
phenornena as centration and egocentrism, with Iittle fùrther sense of structure or 
logical coherence (1 05). 

This statement seems to me to indicate only that children's abilities to discuss (Le. via 

language) are perhaps limited at these points in their lives. However, 1 firmly believe that 

their abilities to respond and to indicate or share their responses are not at al1 limited. Surely 

the necessity of retelIing stories in their entirety cannot be a measure of the persona1 response 

and often persona1 "pleasure" (to use Rosenblatt's term) that a young child may experience as 

a result of an aesthetic reading/listening experience. The ability to discuss narrative structure 

at length develops as the child ages (Applebee's findings clearly confirm this fact); the ability 

to aesthetically respond begins as soon as the chiId finds pleasure in books. 



Implications of Pre-reading Reader Response 

Pre-reading reader response, like research on response to literature, emphasizes the 

importance of text engagement and persona1 response when chi ldren interact with stories. 

Dora V. Smith believes "persona1 response to be the foundation of any aesthetic expenence" 

(Pavonetti, 9 1). Enciso (1 992) adds to this in her discussion of the findings of Carlsen and 

SherriIl (1988) when she writes about "the experiences that are likely to produce readers: she 

interacted with supportive, interested adults, she had time to read and the fieedom to choose 

books, she shared books with fnends, she heard stories read aloud, she was exposed to a 

variety of reading materials, and she had the opportunity to create "non-traditional" responses 

to literature." (76) She concludes that "readers who were most involved in the stories they 

read were also more able to describe and discuss the events and implications of the story in 

greater depth and detail." (99) Finally, Louise Rosenblatt States that the "reader's main 

purpose is to participate as fully as possible in the possibiiities of the text. But much of the 

interest and vitality and texture of the total literary experience arises from the intensely 

persona1 activity of thought and feeling with which the literary transaction is impregnated 

and surrounded." (1 978, 69) 

For parents and teachers of young children, those who are most concerned and 

connected with children's literacy experiences, these observations confirm the importance of 

encouraging and nurturing personal responses to literature-They also emphasize the need for 

continuous, repeated exposure to reading and stories and the importance of the role of a 

caring, respected and respectful adult who allows the child to take some responsibility for her 

own learning, who encourages the child to express her responses and who responds 
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encouragingly and appropriately to these responses and gives the child the opportunity to 

respond again--and again (Carnbourne, 45-80). For someone already firm in her outlook as to 

the importance of stories and shared oral reading, these kinds of observations are 

empowering tools, encouraging continuation of the reading as well as giving support and 

credence to rny observations and research. Indeed, my use of the term pre-reading reader 

response emphasizes the important position that I believe this field of study deserves. 

Connections to Other Fields 

Pre-reading reader response, influenced obviously by the main tenets of reader 

response, has connections to other fields by virtue of its emphasis on the act of listening. 

Peter J. Rabinowitz, in "Fictional Music: Toward A Theory of Listening," comments on the 

increase of "borrowed" music in music today. According to him, this trend has caused some 

difficulty for music theorists in their analyses of the borrowed music. In order to appreciate 

this multi-layering, he says, we must change the way we listen to music and head towards a 

different theory of listening, one in which we appreciate our reactions to this "blend" of new 

and borrowed music by recognizing (when appropriate) the levels on which we are 

responding. As he writes 

The work itself may tell us "what to do," but it is up to the listener to create the 
crucial multileveled structure. It is this multiplicity in the iistener that rnakes fictional 
music inherently different fiom primary music, and it is this multiplicity that makes 
traditional analysis so inadequate for understanding it. On both levels, the music is 
"technically" the sarne, but its meaning and significance are entirely different. (200) 

Here I see very clearly an application of this type of thinking to my developing notions of 

pre-reading reader response, as reflected in this dissertation. Their "borrowing" or 
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connecting, of course, is not specifically that of music and yet, nevertheless, the notions of 

connecting to the literature on more than one level, and of the awareness of those 

connections, are really the essence of  what 1 am doing. In other words, by noting my 

observations and reflecting on them, 1 am able to listen to the multi-layers in their responses. 

Furthemore, Rachel and Erich, as they have grown older, are also able to make these kinds 

of multi-layered connections themselves and subsequently marvel at them. 

Mother-Research 

Heilbrun's State of Liminality 

Early in my graduate work in 1996,I reflected in a portfolio: "As for who 1 am and 

what I do today--1 sometimes feel as if 1 am constantly in transition. 1 am a high school 

English teacher who is currently in the third year of a planned eight-year absence from 

tcaching; 1 am at home raising my hvo small children. I am starting this course and degree for 

my own persona1 and professional development." (July 6, 1996, EDT 1326) This feeling of 

unease, of transition, very much charactenzed the period of  time afier which my children 

were bom and before which I came to understand that my feelings of lacking a cIear vision of 

where 1 was going characterized the life 1 had chosen for myself at this time. Carolyn 

Heilbrun calls this a state of  liminality, which is "to be poised upon uncertain ground, to be 

leaving one condition or country or self and entering upon another. But the most salient sign 

of liminality is its unsteadiness, its lack of clarity about exactly where one belongs and wliat 

one should be doing, or wants to be doing." (Heilbrun, 1999, 3) Graduate work allowed me 

the opportunity for reflection and for exploring my preoccupation with the connections niade 
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by my children to Our shared oral reading as well as with the connections I was making. The 

culmination of these reflections, to date, has resulted in my perception o f  the concept of 

'lm~ther-re~earch.(l 

Multiple Roles and Narrative Unity in Mother-Research 

Through my ongoing inquiry into my chikiren's verbal connections to text and 

through the continuity of a daily, lived experience, 1 have corne to perceive both the narrative 

unity (Connelly and Clandinin, 1990,4) as well as the ways in which 1, as researcher and 

mother, play the different roles which allow the inquiry to exist and the stories to be told. As 

Connelly and Clandinin suggest, 1 am "at once, engaged in living, telling, retelling, and 

reliving stories." (1990,4) My multiple roies, and my very stance (Hade, 1992, 193) as 

someone vitally c o ~ e c t e d  as well as actively nurturing this lived phenornenon, ailow me to 

hear my children's voices and stones and to tell their stories as well as mine. 

What is Mother-Research? 

1 use the tenn "mother-research" to desci  be mothers thinking, reflecting and wri ting 

about the development, activities and experiences of their children. To my knowledge and 

through my research 1 do not believe that this terni has been used to descnbe this type of 

genre. (See Appendix 1 for search results.) These people are the note takers, collectors, 

scrapbook-keepers, photographers/archivists who find great satisfaction and interest in these 

kinds of exploration. A small number of  works, such as Wolf, 1992, Crago & Crago, 1983, 

Butler, 1975, Bissex, 1980, might well be considered "moiher-research" in terms of their 



scope and subject matter. They each make valuable, wondefil  contributions to the field of 

beginning Iiteracy and of the ways in which literature c m  affect children and children affect 

literature. I offer the suggestion, however, that none of these works considers the nature of 

mother-research in depth, nor brings forth the essence of  the lived experience of the mother- 

researcher. While Wells (CTL 1799; [ntersession 1999) suggests that an inquiry-otïented 

ctassroom is one in which ail members are open to discovering and determining tvhat 

constitutes knowledge and how we corne about it, 1 suggest that the homes of  rnother- 

tesearchers are equally suited and equally reflective of such a stance. In fact, I would borrow 

Duckworth's anaIogy and suggest that 

[a mother-researcher] is someone who engages learners, who seeks to involve. . . Cher 
childl wholly--mind, sense of self, sense of humor, range of interests, interactions 
with other people--in learning. And, having engaged the learners, a [mother- 
researcher] finds [her] questions to be the same as those that a researcher into the 
nature of human learning wants to ask: What do you think and why? While the [child] 
learns, the [mother-researcher] Ieax-ns too. (Duckworth, 134) 

This glorious and inspirational vision of teaching applies equally well to a vision of mother- 

research, and places it in a prominent place, as a vehicle through which both mothers' and 

children7s wonderings and developments may be examined and understood. This vision 

emphasizes the symbiotic connections inherent in the role of mother-researcher and the ways 

in which the inquiry "mode" or perception is part of the mother-researcher's stance as well. 

A s  such. this study strives to put into text some of the lived experience of a mother- 

researcher. 



Why the Mother in Mother-Research? 

Other researchers have used the term "parent-researchei' (Chang, 1998) to describe 

tlieir own roles in observing and reflecting on their children's development and expenences. 

In this study, which attempts to provide a glimpse into the lived experience of one family. I 

use both the terms "mother-researcher" and "mother-research" because they are the living 

terms that have evolved from my own experience. "Mother-researcher" reflects the degree of 

importance to which 1 have corne to see my role as mother, primary caregiver. lover of 

language, observer of children and language. "Mother-research" gives credence and power to 

the observations and reflections that 1 (and others, whose work may well be considered in this 

vein) have made and will continue to make in my daily life. 

The Research Question 

This study aims to illuminate some aspects of the two phenomenon which are the 

inspiration for its writing. The first phenomenon is the verbal connections made by these hvo 

pre-reading children to the shared oral reading which they have experienced in their home. 

The second phenomenon is the connections made by their mother, as she has explored their 

connections and her understanding and experience of them. The joint existence of these 

phenomena has become apparent as 1, the mother, have been given the time and opportunity, 

through graduate work, for reflective thinking about the lived experience which has 

fascinated me since my chitdren started to make these verbal connections. The over-arching 

question, then, which drives this study is one which emphasizes both phenomena: rvhat is the 

l i iw l  experience of two pre-reading children and rlteir evolving mother-r-esearcher in a 



firiri- li/e tltat is abundant itl orally sltared stories? 



Chapter Two: Worlds of Connected Literature 

In the aesthetic transaction, the reader's selective attention is focused on whar /le is 
living thrortgh during the reading ment. He is attending to botlz what the verbal signs 
designate and to the qualitative overtones of the ideas, feelings, images, situations, 
characters that he is evoking under guidance of the text. The Iiterary work o f  art 
cornes into being through the reader's synthesis of the States of mind felt to be 
relevant to the text. 

(Rosenblatt, 011 the Aesthetic as the Basic Mode1 of the Reading Puocess) 

In harmony with the philosophical and rnethodological approaches discussed in 

Cliapters 1 and 3,I  propose as the form of this chapter a narrative-oriented reflection on the 

relevant research literature which I've encountered in the course of my graduate work thus 

far. The intent, then. is to orient the reader to the realms of research literature with which I've 

becorne connected and, at the sarne time, to suggest how my explorations of these realms 

have created leaming tensions in my ongoing fascination with both of my children's 

intertextual connections. Clearly, these suggestions are made from the vantage of hindsisht 

and no claim is made that they follow my intellectual progress throughout my graduate work. 

As in the rest of this dissertation, 1 use what Conle suggests are "multiple perspectives . . . 

[to] pay attention to the undercurrents, the tensions unfolding and being worked out, t h e  

rcsonances and connections being made." (1993, vi) As this is the intent of this chapter. 1 

write in the first person and offer my reflections as they pertain to the connections being 

cxplored in this dissertation. 

Connections to Early Literacy 

Early in my graduate work, 1 came into contact (via both an OISENT course and my 
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own independent reading and research course) with a body of literature that is concerned with 

the observation and exploration of early literacy. Given that my owri chi ldm were 

demonstrating many of the forms of early literacy behaviour discussed in the literature. 1 

delved into it with the purpose of adding to and enhancing my personal store of knowledge. 

Hence, 1 was empowered by the ideas put forth by scholars such as Clark (1978), Clay 

( 1983)- Cohen, Stern and Balaban (1983), Dunn (1977), Elkind (1994), Harste (1984), King 

(1985), Cambourne (1988) and Wells (1986)' not because they al1 deal with or focus on the 

same issues with respect to early iiteracy but, rather, because they dernonstrate a beIief in the 

powers and capabilities of young children. Their observations and reflections on the literacy 

development of young children sent me a powerfil message: that 1 was not alone in my 

interest and fascination with this area and, moreover, that it was and is one which offers 

many hours of wonder. I now grew to understand that 1 was a "kid-watcher" (Y. Goodman. 

1978) and that 

[tlhere is no true end to the recording of infadtoddler language, social interaction, 
play, or behavior during caregiving routines. It is an ongoing, never-ending endeavor. 
Each day bnngs new change, new development, added skills, new feelings. (Cohen, 
Stem, Balaban, 177) 

In addition, I saw in the literature a reflection of my own beliefs in the importance and 

powcr of parenting. 1 explored the books of DUM ( 1977) and van Evra ( 1  998) books on 

television viewing and its effects on young children and heard that "Children are, to a large 

estent, what their homes make them." (Dunn, 153) 1 read Wells' accounts of children's 

Ianguage leaming and heard that "compared with homes, schook are not providing an 

environment that fosters language development. For no child was the language experience of 



the classroom teachers richer than that of the home." (1986, 87) Heath (1984) and Teale 

( 1 984) s tressed the importance of reading aloud, for as Teale explains, 

[e]ssentially, in becoming literate, children are internalizing the structure of activities 
that involve literacy which are conducted in the world around them . . . literacy is at 
first an interpsychological process structured and supported by the parent. (1 984, 
118) 

Understanding and seeing my actions of creating moments for reading aloud and for 

language play in the light of this research is empowering and curiosity-raising. To what 

estent am 1 both creating and nurturing an environrnent which is of importance to me 

personally (as a reader and a lover of text and word) and reinforcing the values of rny middle- 

c lass. university-educated background? My own thoughts are echoes of those of Heath and 

Thomas (1 984) who discuss the ways 

in which mainstream parents irnmerse their children in an environrnent of repetitive, 
redundant, and internally consistent habits which enable their children not only to 
read and write but aiso to use book knowledge in other contexts. (52) 

Furthemore, although 1 was fascinated by the literacy progress of my own children, 1 found 

the emphasis in the Iiterature on the joumey toward reading and writing to be only a small 

part of rny fascination. In another independent reading and research course, I tumed to fùrther 

esamination of the ways in which my young children were responding aesthetically or 

emotionally to our shared oral reading episodes. As outlined in Chapter 1, my exploration of 

this experience led not only to the concepts of pre-reading reader response but also uttimately 

to the concepts of mother-research. 



Pre-Reading Reader Response 

Immersed in the world of shared oral reading with my chiidren, 1 found that my 

exploration of the research literature about young chi ldren's responses to literature did not 

always reflect what my children were sharing with me. While Teale (1  984) suggested that 

response to literature is a leamed part of aesthetic reading, 1 found rnyself disagreeing 

fundamentally. The kinds of responses that 1 saw my own children having were vastly 

different from mine and, furtherrnore, were in no way instructed by me. Seeing Erich and 

Rachel take a story and then change it to suit their own situation, while at the same time 

maintaining the atmosphere and the sense of the story, made me realize how very natural this 

kind of transformation is for them. A giggle or a gasp during a reading session, followed a 

day later by a busy, roaring game inspired by the same story are both parts of an aesthetic 

response to literature. While Applebee (1978) focussed on the concepts of the wholeness of 

story, and what children may be able to comprehend regarding the entirety of a story, 1 found 

myself fascinated by the ways in which parts or wholes of stories, and my children's 

responses to them, wound their ways into Our lives. Although my intelIectua1 understanding 

of my children's development was very much enhanced by knowledge of early literacy, I did 

not see Erich and Rachel's responses as indications of approaching reading-readiness 

(Doake) or as experiences that are "likely to produce readers" (Enciso, 76), although these 

aspects interest me very much, but rather as ways in which my children were living the 

shared oral texts that play such an important role in Our lives. As evident in this study, 1 

instead found myself especially fascinated with the responses made by my children long after 

the reading sessions had ended, the responses that they initiated and for which they sought 



out my (or others) understanding and appreciation. 

Connections to Mother-Research 

In locating my own work within the context of the work of others, I have come to see 

myself as comected to a small number of works which may be considered the work of other 

n~other-researchers. These works share the comrnon characteristics of the connection of the 

inother (in some cases, in collaboration with close others) as the primary researcher and, 

n-ioreover. of  the element of the wonder of exploration. Although not traditionally a part of a 

literature discussion, 1 highlight and introduce the reader to a number of  these works, with the 

intent that the place of my work, within this context, will become clearer. 

Wolf and Heath's The Bruid of Lireratrtre: Children 's Worlds of Reading (1992) is 

based on a mother's collection of book, language and reading expenences over a nine year 

period. Although this book is ultimately the result of a collaboration with social 

anthropologist Heath, Wolf s voice and efforts shine forth. Like me, Wolf was fascinated by 

her daughters' language development and collected "artifacts" (10) of these experiences. 

Furthemore, the background of both parents as teachers who were strongly committed to 

shared oral reading also connects with my own perspective. Wolf s work toward her own 

master's degree ultimately considered her older daughter's response to literature. Heath's text 

is rich and narrative and considers Wolf s diary entries with respect to their revelations about 

Wolf and the difficulties of managing the multiple roles of "parent and researcher" (10) as 

well as reflecting on the development of the children. The excerpts fiom Wolf s diary show 

descriptive, ethnographie pieces in which Wolf places herself as well as her husband. Wolf s 
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collaboration with Heath is, for me, a positive extension of her work as a mother-researcher; 

she looks outward for further connections through which to consider her farnily's 

experiences. They observe and comment on reading sessions, on play and on development 

over time; books such as this one help to give value and power to children and children's 

l i  terature; 

A text that is known to a child does not remain in its original state or even in a steady, 
stable forrn; instead, the child rewrites it. Texts become transfomative stock to which 
young readers c m  retum situations. ( 1 10) 

Judith A. Schickedanz's Adam S Riglrting Revoizr~ions: Otle Chiid S Literaq 

Deiviopmetzt Frotn hfancy Throtcgh Grade One (1990) is a book which began as a mother's 

collection of her child's "papers" or writings. Her interest stems from her own persona1 

"note-taking" characteristics and from her professional studies in young children's Iiteracy. 

Tlie book is divided into the stages through which her son progressed with respect to his 

discoveries about writing. There is a "connections" chapter, with theoretical interpretations 

and appendices with examples. Schickedanz's work is the examination of a meaning-making 

journey in which she has been both the observer as well as the participant-parent. She 

includes Adam's words and thoughts about writing as well as her own early hypotheses. As a 

result, she demonstrates the ways in which mother-research is a continual process and the 

ways in which change is an inevitable part of parenting, one which the mother-researcher is 

suited for accepting and realizing. Her "artifacts" (to use Heath's terminology) are Adam's 

words, his writings and her own family-culture reflections. Although she initially had no fim 

plans for her wonderings, she collected them because of her interests; she recognized the 

phenomenon of learning and, through her collection and reflection, she shares her findings in 
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a way that lets the reader share in this joumey of discovery. It is in this "collector" nature of 

the author that I find myself aligned with this work. 

Maureen and Hugh Crago's Prefude to Literacy: A Preschoof Chifd S Encoumer rvirh 

Pictzwe ami Sfory (1983) is an account of one child's engagement with books from one year 

to five years. lMaureen Crago, the child's mother, undertook the research for the book during 

the six years when she was a full-time mother at home. She kept a diary (with a srnaIl number 

of entries made by her husband, Hugh) in which she noted mainly the verbal responses to 

their shared reading sessions. With respect to the completed manuscript, both parents took 

responsibility for specific chapters. It should be noted that both parents have completed 

graduate degrees in counselling psychology and that Maureen Crago also has a mastcr's 

degree in comparative philology. At the time of publication, both parents were working as 

psychotherapists. The three parts into which this book is divided examine Anna's responses 

to litcrature as a listener, a maker and a learner of the language of art. Portions of  the diary 

are often reproduced, as well as samples of Anna's artwork. When portions of the diary are 

reproduced, reflections by the parents are made immediately following the entries. Past 

similar or identical references are also identified. Also included are an indication of the 

familial culture of the family, with respect to reading habits, as well as the amval of Anna's 

sister. This work was ten years in its completion and is regarded very much as an intense 

labour of love by the authors. As an example of mother-research, this work demonstrates how 

parents' wonderings about their child's world. which they shared deeply, led to a fascinating 

consideration of how one child interacted with picture books. 

Dorothy Butler's Cushla and Her Books ( 1 979) is based on her daughter's 
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documentation of her baby's life fiom birth to three years. In thesis form, it was "an original 

investigation presented for the Diploma in Education, the University of Auckland, New 

Zealand, 1975." The book, published in 1979, is not only an examination of her grand- 

daughter's experiences with books, reading and language, but also an account of the immense 

patience/creativity/successes/difficulties of her daughter and son-in-law. It stands as an 

explanation to the world about her ganddaughter's chrornosomaI condition and how her 

committed family introduced her to the world of books, which resulted not only in amazing 

achievernents for this learning-delayed child but also in strong bonds for thern. In form and 

methodology, Butler's account is a narrative one, presented in chapters according to Cushla's 

chronological age. In simple, straightforward prose, she describes Cushla's physical progress 

and her interactions with books. As the months rnove on, and Cushla's responses to the books 

grow. Butler is able to discuss specific responses to specific books. The rniddle section of the 

book contains reproductions of pages from certain of "Cushla's books." In addition, there are 

persona1 revelations about the living conditions and locations of Cushla's family and her 

playgroups, as well as the serious decisions faced by the family with the realization that 

Cushla's father carried a chrornosomal abnormality which meant that another baby might 

well face the sarne chaltenges as Cushla. The introduction of Cushta's adopted sister and the 

continued world of books are also part of this book. Butler's book also contains a chapter on 

"Current Developmental Theory," in which she briefly discusses some theories of Piaget. 

Bruner and Britton (and others) with respect to Cushla's levels of development and her 

remarkable language skills. 

Prisca Martens ' i  already know how to reucl': A Child S View of Lirerucy ( 1  996) is a 
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three-year exploration of her daughter's literacy forays and development. Martens places 

Sarah's development within the context of other scholars' works and, at the same time, offers 

a detailed look into the ways in which a child makes meaning. Herself a kindergarten teacher 

and graduate student during this time (this book is part of her doctoral dissertation), Martens 

weaves her observations, and Sarah's expenences, through the scholarly considerations. Her 

questions and quenes and her reflections on her daughter's current developments and what 

might lie ahead show the ways in which Martens herself was very much affected, as a student 

and a teacher, by Sarah's journey. 

G-vrzys At CVrk: A Child Learm tu Read and Write, Glenda Bissex's account of  her 

ourn son's leming  to read and write fiom age five to age eleven. is a detailed, sensitive 

consideration of a literacy journey. She divides her observations and reflections into two 

sections. one in which she considers PauI's writing and one in which she considers his 

readinz. Of her work, she writes: 

So what 1 have seen here has come mainly from looking again and again at my 
material in al1 its details, and trying to find its form while respecting its irregularities. 
1 found in the end that generalizations, as they distill rneanings, may also dispel thern 
by abstracting away the very particulars that gave them life. (vi) 

Of significant interest to me is not only Bissex's careful reflection, with her accompanying 

rcvelations about Paul's nature and his growing interests, but also her comment that 

[tlhe study has become a special bond behveen us, an interest we share in each other's 
work, a mutual enjoyrnent of Paul's early childhood and of his growing up, I have 
come to appreciate certain qualities in my son that 1 might not have seen except 
through the eyes of  this study. (vii-viii) 

Here Bissex highlights what is, for me, a main facet of mother-research: that the exploration 

and reflection upon whatever aspect is being researched leads itself to greater connections. 
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Hence, reflection on the "shared lifeworld" of parents and children can fûrther enhance that 

l i  feworld. 

These examples of research done by mothers begin with the acknowledgement of an 

experienced, lived phenornena and continue with the desire to further explore it. They often 

use a number of data co1lection techniques (outIined by Goetz and LeCompte in their 

discussion of educational ethnography, 1 1). Mother-research, with its emphasis on personal, 

lived expenence and use of different data techniques, bears some similadies to educational 

ethnography. However, it strives to illuminate the lived expenence of its subject, the daiiy 

particulars, rather than sacrifice (to use van Manen's tenn) them "for the cultural, social. or 

scsnic focus" (van Manen, 178). My study, in its attempt to provide a sense of the blending 

of the worlds between my children's connections and my connections, is unique. None of the 

other studies use the woven tapestry of words which, although narrative in nature as are other 

examples of mother-research, is an attempt at a mimetic representation of the lived 

experience. 

Motber-Research as Dissertation 

What matters is that lives do not serve as models; only stones do that. And it is a hard 
thing to make up stories to live by. We c m  only retell and live by the stories we have 
read or heard. We live Our lives through texts. They may be read, or chanted, or 
expenenced electronically, or corne to us, like the murmurings of our mothers, telling 
u s  what conventions demand. Whatever their forrn or medium, these stories have 
formed us all; they are what we must use to make new fictions, new narratives. 

(Heilbrun, 1988, 37) 

This dissertation shares with others elements of persona1 narrative and the sharing of 

personal stories. The exploration of my children's verbaI connections has been part of my life 



since their births and, indeed, will continue beyond the point of this dissertation. As 1 have 

suygested through the examination of the development of my world-view with respect to 

language and books (see Chapter 1 ), my interest in and fascination with this phenornenon 

stems originally fkom my outlook as a person. aside from my existence as a graduate student 

(although certaidy it has been enhanced by my studies). The evolution, however, of the 

genre of mother-research, and the realization of rny journey towards it, is something that has 

occurred naturally as 1 have continued my graduate work. 

This dissertation has given me the opportunity to place the phenomena of my 

children's ''connecting" against my "connecting," continuing what has been for me a 

longstanding passion for comection. Others, too, have taken the opportunity afforded by 

graduate reflection and dissertation work to place their own experiences, as connected to 

parenthood, within the lens of their dissertations. In her 1995 dissertation. Abbey talks about 

the ways in which "[wle are al1 in the process of storying ourselves into being. The world we 

know is the world we make with words." Her discussions with mother-teachers, and her 

inclusion of her own experience, examine the nature of the conflicts and rewards brought on 

by this dual role. Tyler (1994) conceives of and describes the problematizing of matemal 

kriow ledge and the ways in which this knowledge is received in schools. She herself is 

changed by the process of the research, and the time to refiect on it, stating that 

1 have found it liberating to have learned that the way 1 apprehend a phenornenon is 
constituted for me by discourses, and that words are not transparent. When, as "only 
chit-chat" did, a phrase or word perturbs me, 1 no longer discard it, 1 grab it, play 
around with it, think through what it says about me as 
womanlteacher/student~mother/daughter/wife 1 question why it says what it does. 1 
imagine or explore its origins, think of similar words and words of simiiar sound. 1 
decide what it will mean for me, here, to-day. (30 1-302) 



Fullerton (1994) explores the construction of gender in the lives of her two young 

daughters and, openly and up front, States, "What I have attempted to do in this study is to 

explore influences in my daughters' lives because 1 am concerned for them--their everyday 

lives, now and in the future. 1 want to be aware of their constructions and their constructors, 

and 1 want them to be aware of that also. What7s more, 1 am a major constructor in their 

lives." (13-14) Vanden Berg adds: 

As is so often the case, living this question has changed the researcher. Interpreting 
my experience in becoming a mother, once, and now again to my second daughter, 
has made this part of  my life more readable, which otherwise was a blur of feeding, 
changing, washing, and raising. But more, it has given me a sense of where the path 
leads in terms of retuming to educative tasks, in terms of caring for the children of 
other mothers. It has reinvested my sense of teaching as a significant role in 
contributing to the world: its children, its future. (1 48) 

Chang reflects as well on the benefits for both her and her chiId in her role as parent- 

researcher: "In other words, in my role as a kidwatcher, I devised insights into children's 

Ianguage learning which, in tum, provided information into my role as facilitator of 

interactions with children." (247) Each of these women openly places herself in the research, 

and tells for a story, or part of a story, or many stories, to share, explore and reflect on, 

leaving the reader free to do so as well. In fact, 1 would suggest that these elements of 

mother-research, as with my study, increase for some readers the degree to which rhey are 

living through the reading event (to use Rosenblatt's terms) and, moreover, that it is in this 

living through that they are most affected, and even changed, by what they read. In the same 

vein, the writing and sharing of these stories may affect the ways in which the writers are 

cl~anged by the event of writtng: 

It seems likely that if we explore the world within and the world outside, we will 



grow in understanding of both, and in o w  relationships. . . In expanding our 
communication with and awareness of others we gain perspective on ourselves, and 
through looking deeply into ourselves we leam about the world. Through a dialogue 
of introspection, and expansion, integration and growth are possible. (Holly, 28) 

The dissertation, and its accompanying graduate work, have been the opportunity for such 

growth. In looking inwards at lived experiences, and then ouhvards towards the scholarly 

world, and then in again, not only have 1 been affected in the process, but my refationship 

with my farnily, and the ways that I have corne to see them through this process, have been 

affected as well. 



Chapter Three: A Metbodological Framework 

Qualitative research. . . champions the interaction of researcher and phenornenon. 
Phenornena need accunte description, but even observational interpretation of those 
phenomena will be shaped by the mood, the experience, the intention of the 
researcher. Some of these wrappings can be shucked, but some cannot. Research is 
not helped by making it appear value fiee. It is better to give the reader a good look at 
the researcher. Often, it is better to leave the wrappings of advocacy that remind the 
r:ader: Beware. 

(Robert Stake, Tire Arf of Case Stlc<\~ Resear-ch) 

The sorts of woman's rnemoirs being published in great numbers these days, 
however. are almost as characteristic of liminality as are plain women. . . They search 
for, or reflect upon the changes in their lives they have themselves brought about, and 
which they see as continuing to affect them as they remain in a state of liminality. . . 
One no longer looks back for a pattern, but writes, and looks both backward and 
fonvard in the hope of perceiving a possible pattern in advance of its having been 
lived. 

(Heilbmn, Worrzerr 's Lives: The Viewfionr the Th-eslzold) 

Epistemological Underpinnings 

Like the genre of mother-research, one of the phenomena considered in this study. 

this dissertation is firmly rooted in the qualitative research domain. Like Stake's description 

of case research, this dissertation very much revels in the connections between the researcher 

and the phenomena, one of the deterrnining factors in the evolution of the concepts of 

mother-research. Indeed, the emphasis on this close relationship reflects the value ptaced on 

this kind of personal connection (axiology). Through its examination of two naturally 

occurring phenomena and its desire to discover andlor illuminate the lived experience of its 

subjects, it reveals not only its ontological priorities but also its phenomenologica1 

orientation. Furtherrnore in acknowledging that my atternpts to present through text the 

nature of the lived experience inextncably present my interpretation of the lived experience, 1 



highIight the hermeneutic nature of my research. As van Manen writes. 

Hermeneutic phenomenological human science is interested in the human world as 
ivejitid it in al1 its variegated aspects. Unlike research approaches in other social 
sciences which may make use of experimental or artificially created test situations, 
human science wishes to meet human beings--men, women, children-rhere where 
they are naturally engaged in their worlds. In other words, phenomenological research 
finds its point of departure in the sitlration. which for purpose of analysis, description, 
and interpretation functions as an exemplary nodal point of meanings that are 
embedded in this situation, (1 8) 

Epistemologically, this study also reflects some of the basic tenets of what Sara 

Ruddick calls the discipline of "materna1 thinking," a practice which denotes the specific 

kinds of thinking that arise from the work of caring for children. She \Mites: 

I speak about a mother's thought--the intellectual capacities she develops, the 
judgments she makes, the metaphysical attitudes she assumes, the values she affirms. 
Like a scientist writing up her experiment, a critic working over a text, or a historian 
assessing documents, a mother caring for her chiIdren engages in a discipline. She 
asks certain questions--those relevant to her aims--rather than others: she accepts 
certain criteria for the truth, adequacy, and relevance of proposed answers; and she 
cares about the findings she makes and can act on. (Ruddick, 24) 

Ruddick further suggests that the discipline of matemal thinking is only one discipline in 

nrhich a mother may engage and that disciplines may overlap, so that, for example, "A 

rnother who is also a critic may leam sornething about 'reading' a child's behavior from 

reading texts or l e m  something about reading itself from her child." (Ruddick, 25) This, in 

essence, is how 1 have come to perceive my role as a mother-researcher: a thinking, learning 

person who, involved in the work of caring for and raising children, is also engaged in 

Iearning from and reflecting about that experience. 



The Setting and the Role of the Mother-Researcher 

The data gathered for this study have been gathered in a shared farnily environment, a 

naturalistic setting, by a mother-researcher who has gathered "field text" from a vax-iety of 

sources. As participant-as-observer, 1 have accepted that i am "a participant first and an 

observer second. If questions of duty or ethics arise. . . [Il emphasize the participant role 

rather than the observer role." (Rothe, 89). The roles of teacher, advocate, evaluator, 

biographer, interpreter are al1 roles that may be played in case research and. indeed, in this 

study. Especially in view of the fact that 1 am a mother-researcher. this kind of subordination 

(Rothe) of my research to my other life-connections is decidedly necessary. 

This study places both the researcher and those being researched on the same critical 

plane (Roseneil, 1993). Such a relationship resists any "culture shock" effects which may 

result from the entry of unknown researchers into an existing culture. Furthemore, it resists, 

by its very nature, the possibility of "exploitation, betrayal, and abandonment by the 

researcher" (Stacey, 21) which might result from the intimate connections behveen the 

researcher and the subjects. This resistance is based on the notions of both mother-love and 

the fact that the study is as much about shared family life as about verbal connections to 

shared oral reading. The nature of the mutual discoveries, the intimate sharing and the 

observed-shared phenomenon, in combination with the "nurturing and empowering. . .side of 

rnother-love," (Yeo, 77), demand that this resistance remain strong. As such. this study is 

necessarily conducted using those tools most natural to both the setting, the mother and the 

children, tools which permit the continuation of the phenornena, and those which do not alter 

the relationship between the mother and children. For these sarne reasons, however, such 
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research is ofien filtered through a positivist mapiQing  glass, deerned to be subjective, 

invalid. unable to be replicated. Yet, by its nature and its intent, this study does not profess to 

refute these accusations. It is a celebration of the daily expenences of life with children, 

revelling in its subjectiveness and the shared nature of the experience. 

The issue of Bias in Mother-Research 

In commenting on the issue of  bias with respect to parent-research, Chang (1998) 

notes the importance o f  tmthful reporting of what the parent actually sees and hears. She 

discusses Bogdan and Biklen's (1992) suggestion that a way to guard against such bias is in 

the recording of very detailed field notes; she hersetf employed such a technique in her three- 

year study of her son's achievement of bilingualisrn structured through joint storybook 

reading. This study similarly ernployed such a technique: notes which were taken shortly 

after the response occurred and were, at the earliest opportunity, entered into my journal, 

along with my observations about the response and the appropriate title and author 

information. 

Furthemore, in a study of this kind, which examines both the phenomenon of the 

cliildren's responses to shared oral reading and the phenomenon of my responses to their 

responses, there is the desire to maintain a closeness to both the subjects and the responses. 

As such, my own reactions, as a mother and as a researcher, are of importance. Indeed, the 

combination of both perspectives is what drives this sfudy, as 1 am both a rnother-researcher 

and a mother. The persona1 resonance 1 have experienced in reading the works of  others who 

have explored their children's development (see Chapter 2) has made it apparent to me that 
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this kind of comection is part of what constitutes mother-research: both a looking outward at 

others' experiences and a looking inward at one's persona1 experience. 

The Tools and Field Texts 

This dissertation uses several different methods for gathering data which, in tum, are 

used to stnve to present the Iived experience of the subjects in the study. in other words, ail 

data collected is ultimately part of the written text which serves as the vehicle through which 

the lived experience is shared. Generally speaking, the tools of data collection used in this 

study are observations and reflections, combined with personal, intimate knowledge of the 

child and the culture of the home. More specifically, early fmily videotapes of reading 

episodes between Rachel, Erich, Jim and me are part of the collected data. in addition, 

several audiotaped spontaneous conversations, and transcripts thereof, also make up part of 

the data base. Farnily scrapbooks, calendars, report cards constitute a third type of personal 

experience-based data. Photographs of the children's play which involve connections to 

literature have sometimes also been my way of recording the moments of connections to 

books, aIthough this dissertation examines only their verbal connections. My journal in 

which 1 have written and reflected upon the children's verbal connections is the fourth. and 

main, data group. Indeed, most of my reflections as a mother-researcher are made from my 

journal, which essentially contains both my field notes and my musings. Clandinin and 

Connelly make the observation that a11 too often such notes are not used, for fear that an 

expenence will somehow be lost but "[wlhat we fail to acknowledge clearly enough is that al1 

field texts are constnicted representations of experience." (1994,422) In addition, my 
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graduate papers, portfolios and journals are the main field texts for examining my journey 

toward the evolution of mother-research. Personal, everyday expenence is integrally 

valuable and that the narratives resulting fiom these experiences are the much hoped-for 

outcornes. 

Methods of Data Analysis and Data Presentation 

The diaries, joumals and reflective components of this study suggest that a constant 

interplay behveen self and process is a necessary part of this kind of research. This kind of 

constant vision/revision echoes some scholarly work which suggests that proponents of 

feniinism and the world-view it encapsulates have affected research methodologies in social 

sciences. The concepts of human science, with its connections behveen researcher and the 

subjects of the research, suggest some of the sarne characteristics. As has been stated, 

Feminist research methodology is oriented toward contextualizing the research 
process, the researcher, and the subject of research, based on a nondualistic world 
view. The researcher should be in contact with the people she/he is studying; there 
should be provision for feedback between researchers and inforrnants; the researcher's 
own participation and expenence should be a consciously used part of the research 
process; both conceptualization and methods used for getting information should 
incorporate the interests and insights of the people being studied. . . A continual self- 
consciousness focused on the research process itself should be part of the work. 
(Driscoll and McFarland, 1 89) 

Furthermore, with respect to this study, the constant verbal interplay between the researcher 

and her husband, one of the subjects of the research, also aIlows and encourages this kind of 

contact and provision for feedback. 

The p r i m q  method of data analysis employed in this dissertation is that of 

phenornenological analysis. Embroidering on Rothe's suggestion (1 994, 139; his description 



"has been reworked fiom an original description offered by Giorgi, l985:8.22"). the 

following steps are used to analyse the field texts: 

1 .  The data, in its entirety, is read thmuph (or listened to or watched) several 

times to relive the sense of  the original lived experience. 

This process is followed again in an attempt to "rnake genuine discoveties in 

the data conceming what is important about the phenornena" (Rothe, 139) 

Here, the continued emphasis on th= daily, ordinary, even routine, aspects of 

the lived experience is considered. Any non-relevant field text information is 

set aside as not applicable to this study. 

Al1 of the relevant field texts are then analysed fiorn the perspective of 

considering the phenomena which are the focal points of the study. An in- 

depth analysis, highlighting and including representational information, 

constitutes this next phase. 

The relevant field texts and the in-depth analysis (as described above) is 

joined to create the phenomenological descriptions pertinent to the study. The 

phenomenological descriptions are considered and offered from a 

chronological perspective. This perspective is based upon my expenences as a 

graduate student and the according academic years through which 1 have been 

engaged in collecting and reflecting upon the field texts. 

5.  The phenomenological descriptions, as the data for this dissertation, are 

presented in the form of a woven tapestry of words, in which each entry 

constitutes a piece of this tapestry and the whole, taken together, strives to be 



a mimetic representation of the lived experience of the participants in the 

study. 

The Study of Lived Experience 

This study is one which strives to be tme to its subjects. As van Manen explains, rhis 

loyalty to and respect for those whose iived experiences are being explored is what 

constitutes objectivity in the realm of human science research (20). The nature of farnily 

relationships, and in this case between very young children and their parents, is one which is 

vulnerable and open to exploitation through criticism of what constitutes good parenting and 

such. This paper aims to illuminate the essence of two elements of family life which revolve 

around naturally-occumng phenornena. In considering the verbal connections made by the 

chi ldren to shared orai reading, and the emerging role of the mother-researcher. this study 

offers neither criticism nor "how-to" commentary. It stnves to offer instead a thoughtful, 

attentive look at the "pedagogic lifeworld" that is shared by children and their parents (van 

 mane en, ix). 

The Narrative Nature of the Study 

This study is the combination of several stones: those which have shaped the outiook 

and philosophies of me as the mother-researcher, as well as those shared and experienced by 

Rachel, Erich, Jim and me, al1 connected in one woven tapestry of story. Furthemore, these 

stories move not from beginning, through middle, to end. Rather, they overlap, and 

intertwine, so that the ways in which stories grow fiom life expenences may be made visible 
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to the reader. The value of such an exploration lies within its resonance to both its readers as 

well as its witer. Evocation of mernories, through the research process and presentation, will 

no doubt strike those who have actualiy been part of this lived experience. as well as those 

whose Iives have been touched by similar experiences. The opportunities for reflection, for 

subsequent analysis, and for the accompanying joys and pains of reliving these experiences, 

al1 suggest that the transaction of both efferent and aesthetic meaning (to use Rosenblatt's 

ternis) may well be affected by the narrative form and content of this dissertation. 

The Role of the Reader 

This study wholeheartedly accepts and supports the notion that texts gain life and 

meaning through transactions with readers and that, concurrently, readers negotiate meaning 

and experience persona1 resonance through transactions with texts. As such, this is part of the 

roie of the reader in this dissertation and, moreover, the mimetic, phenomenological, 

narrative form of sections of this paper is linked to this role. Those who look "for the form of 

a traditional thesis" (Conle, vi) will find at best a general pathway by which the paper 

proceeds and, as Conle states, "the act of telling contributes to the thought content of the 

thesis." (vii) Also contributing to the thought content of this dissertation is the active role 

played by the reader in negotiating meaning md in finding persona1 resonance within the 

reading of it. 



Chapter Four: Young ChWren and Aesthetic Rwponse 1-97 

I t  wasn't at ail a studied method. 1 do not remember that 1 was ever very much aware 
of how extensive and diverse a use 1 was making of books. Al1 that mattered was that 
there was security, and the most wonderhi ftn, in knowing rhymes and poems and 
little stories that always seemed to be just right for every rnood and every stage of our 
baby's understandiag. 

( D e  " Bequest of Wings ") 

Presented in this chapter, and the two foîiowing chapters, is a woven tapestry of 

words. The intertextual connections and my reflections upon these field texts are produced as 

I have them in my journal; 1 have used the convention of italics to ciifferenthte my thoughts 

fiom the intertextual connections themselves. Direct quotations made as part of the 

intertextual connections appear in quotation marks. While 1 have deleted the specific names of 

fiends who are rnentioned in my journal, 1 have lefi the rest as it stands' with the intention of 

attempting to provide a sense of the busyness, the vitality, and the reaiity of our M y ' s  

experience. My graduate work, consisting of graduate papers and reflective portfoiios. are 

presented in parts as they were when they were submitted. 1 have used the convention of 

chronological presentation, again with the intention of conveying a sense of the imerco~ected 

nature of this experience. To t'urther suggest the woven tapestry, I have used a stitch-and- 

needle graphic to divide each portion of the tapestry; photographie tapestry pieces also appear 

on each portion. The visual tapestry for each of the data chapters appears whole on the iast 

page of the chapter. 

In September of this academic year, Ench and Rachel are three years, five months and 
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twenty-two months respective@. I am working on my first independem reading and research 

course (about young chikiren and aesthetic response to literature) m the hîl semester. During 

the winter semester, 1 am working on a required course about introduction to curriculum 

theories and taking an online course about language and titeracy m the ciassroorn At the end 

of the winter semester, 1 accept a part-time contract as a research ofbicer for OISENT. I 

interview a 4 number of teackrs and then organize and analyse the &ta for a board 

report. 1 appreciate tbe exposure to qualitative data analysis and data analysis tools. This job 

has a flexible schedde and allows me to work in the evenings or, if aeeded, on the weekends. 

1 am at home full-time with both children (exceptmg the three Qys r q w r e d  for interviewing) 

during this acadernic year, as neither attend school at this point. As such, our shared oral 

reading sessions occur with the random spontaneity and fkquency that have marked their 

existence in our home for quite some t h e .  

Erich: 

km: 

Erich: 

Some of my best fnends are reindeers. 

(asks him about this) 

Like Sampson-some of his 

best f3ends are mice. 

Erich, ut three years, eight months, is refening to the video, Rudolph the Red Noscd 

Reindeer , which we had recenfiy watched together, a m e  rarity in our home, and the jirsî 
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rime that Erich stnv if.  I recognüed the syntax of the staremem but wasn *f sure from where 

and, when questioned Erich elaborated upon if himseiJ making n link to a much loved 

"Sumpson book" (es he calls if. The Chutch Caî A b d  by Graham Oakley)). Sampson, as 

a car, is very dzjjierentfiorn the mice he hm chosen to befrind and Erich, as a boy, is 

certainly d~rerent from the magic reindeer he is stating that he h m  befiended 

( e o m  my journal, Dec. 18, 1996) 

Erich, listening intently to The Moccasin G o d e ,  by William Roy Brownridge, srniles and 

nods gleefbily as he hears about how Danny and his three best fiends play hockey together. 

He asks about how the light could be "spihg fiom the store windows" as the kids play 

hockey on Main Street and he eyes the lovely illustration which m a g i d y  presents this scene. 

Later, when only one of their group is picked for the locd hockey team, Erich is troubled; he 

asks, "Why can't they play?" and "Why don't girls play hockey?" And lastly, when Danny 

takes a place as a substitute g o a k  and 'W the chance for his t'rie& to play on the team 

with him, Erich is clearly satisfied. He wiggles down under his covers contentedly and says, 

"When 1 get big, 1 play hockey too." Erkh is three and a haifyears old. 

(fiom my journal and a graduate paper, October 1 996) 



Rachel, at twenty-three months, is mesmerized by The Little Mouse, 

The Red Ripe Strawbeny und THE BIG HUNGRY BEAR, by Don : 

and Audrey Wood. She has memonzed a great deai of the text and 

recites it excitedly, misshg words bere a d  tbere, sometimes 

repeating sections but always gailopmg dong in order to preserve 

the cadence of the tea. A highiight of this experience is evident 

when she choruses moa  of "BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! The Bear will tromp through the 

fores on his big, hungry fet, and SMFF! SNIFF! SNIFF! fhd the strawberry . . ."' which 

she embroiders with wondemilly loud snifnng sound e f f i s .  At one point, she leans fonvard. 

closely considering the iittle mouse, and touches him gently with her finger. 

(fkom my journal and a graduate paper, October 1996) 

Rachel recently demonstrated a fàscination with Robert Munsch's Love You Forever. While 

previously listening to the story in its entirety, rocking to the lulkby, pointhg out the cats and 

the baby, sbe appeared soothed and calmed by it. However, at twenty-three months, she is 

Literdy aopped by the image and text of the two-year-oîd baby in the barhroom, fiushing his 

mother's watch down the toilet. She burst into tears, exclaiming 'Wo flush mommy's watch 
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down toilet !!Y and wodd not proceed with the story. The next day, - .  - .  

and for severai days folîowing, she wodd bring the book to me, tum 

to the page and explain that the baby 'Yush momrny's watch down 

to ilet ." We have not proceeded past this section of the book since the 

reading-ht-brought-tears but she has clearly corne to accept the fàct 

O f the flushing incident and is able to express wonder and amazement 

at it. My interest in this event cornes not fiom whether she is able to tell me the story or 

whether she is able to detennine the existence o f  the narrator but fiom the k t  that she is 

expressing a persona1 aesthetic response to a story and that it bas changed since the tirne we 

began reading the story. Rachel demonstrates 'khe way in which during the reading the reder 

keeps dive what [slhe bas already elicited fkom the text. At any point, [slhe b ~ g s  a state of 

mind, a penumbra of 'mernories' of what has preceded, ready to be activated by what foilows, 

and providing the context fiom which !brther meaning wiil be derived." (Rosenblatt 57) 

(fiom my journal and a graduate pape', October 1996) 

.. * - 
- _ . ,  

M q  dficulties emerge in determinhg ways to gauge and track the 

development of aesthetic response. Very young children may not be able to respond verbdy 

to the types of questions often asked during readimg research of oldet children and 

adolescents. An examination of the types of "response" questions used, for example, to 
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promote and encourage response m senior public and high schools indicates only the direction 

a researcher might follow but clearly cannot be used with very young chiidren. Erich, for 

example, is a highly verbal cbild who already is interesteci in words that "match" or "sound the 

sarne" and yet a question such as "What is your favourite part?" or "What is your fàvourite 

book?" results in an answer that u s d y  contains the most recently read book; indeed, the 

concept of "fàvourite" is sornething he current ly applies to his fàvourite cobur or food. He 

wiii ask his own questions during d m g  (a process that we bighly encourage and mode]) but 

if asked "Do you have any questions?" will ge- not respond. His surprises, his 

disturbances, his recognition of plot or word patterns, al corne out during our reading 

sessions. The connections he sees between stories and his Lite often corne out during play. 

Erich has been seen this pst week convincing his sister to play "hou. of the fiog," a game 

inspired by Tim Wynne-Jones' book The Hour of the Fmg and which seems to consist mainly 

of running about the house, m a h g  the many noises found in the book and trying to evoke a 

suspensefùl or scary feeihg; without a doubt, he is revealing his personal response. 

Clearly, a mode of systematic questioning of either Erich or Rachel is not possible at 

t his point in my examination. Rather, close observation during selected reading sessions 

(videotaping provides some oral and visual dues, aithough many of theu responses are 

spontaneous during play) and carefùl notations of other play responses are necessary for 

determining and tracking their progress. Sebesta, Monson and Sem (1 995) have created a 

"hierarchy to assess reader response" and have documenteci 6ndings about the ways in which 

students in grades 7 through 1 O have already rnoved h o  reflective thinking and evaluation. 

Their taxonomy of aesthetic response has many Unplications for the study of aesthetic 
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response in very young children, begMning with the idea that children experience and are able 

to display their personal respomes to literaîure at a very young age. An adaptation of their 

taxonomy for very young chikiren involves a simplification of some of the examples in terms 

of the types of language that might be used by a chüd. Even younger children (such as Rachel) 

will display t k i r  respomes through sboner versions of the verbai exampie or through fkcial 

expressions, body movements, emotional reactions and play and these responses are as vdid 

as verbal ones and ce&y must be viewed as such With respect to considering verbal 

responses, however? the following chart reptesents an adaptation of the taxonomy of Sebesta, 

Monson and Sem (1 995). In all cases, a wide variety of responses are possible within each 

category . 

A Taxonomy of Aesthetic Response for the Very Young 

Efférent response: 

i.e."There is a little girl. Her mrmny and daddy and brother are asleep. 
The fkog cornes in." 

Stage 1 : Evocation 

1. Relive the esperience: relating what happened as story was read; acting out, telling, 
repeating a part that was read trom memory (and initiated by chitd) 

Le. 'Tt is the Hour of the Frog." (Wynne-Jones) 
"Rachel is the dog. 1 am the girl. Mommy is the fiog!" 

7 -. Imagine or describe characters, setting, or events h m  the story; an elaboration or 
expansion of the basic idea. 

i.e. 'The fiog came out of the swamp. The iittle girl was awake. She yeiled so 
loud at the h g  that he ran away." 



Stage 2: Alternatives (comparing, contrast ing, adding to, exnôroidering) 

Apply own crpcrience: talk about text with respect to own Life and experiences 
i.e. 'The fiog d e  a saadwick He got the fties with a fiyswatter. Sometimes 

I use a flyswatter." 

Appv other mding or mdia to the test: compare to other stories 

i.e. 'The crickets are making noise in the night. That's just iike in 
Quick as a Crickt!" 

Re-examine own views: talk about or act out a personal vkw of the text 

Le. T m  the üttk girl. I'm going to jump mto my bed and pull the covers up 
ove? my head." 

Re-examine tefi h m  other perspectives: includmg hypothesizing, considering 
another point of view 

i.e. "1 ttrink the dog will wake up and chase the &og away!" 

Stage 3: Rekt ive thlliking (thematic level, requning generabtion and application) 

7. In terpretation: generalize about the meaning of the text, and apply to own iifè and 
experience; carry #3 to application 

i.e. "The Iittle girl is really brave. She scared the fiog away ail by herself. 
I'm gohg to be really brave tonight when 1 wake up too !" 

Stage 4: Evaluation (aesthetic only if a b v e  aiteria met) 

8. Evaluation: UKiicating what was gained h m  the experience 
i.e. "If 1 was the girl, I wouldn't be scared. Frogs aren't scary. They are 

green and live in ponds. I'd talk to h" 

9. Evaluation of the quality or goodness of the te-: the d e r  sets the criteria 

i.e. "Read it again! 1 Iü<e this book, Mormny! 1 me to hear about 60gs and the 
sounds at Mght. 1 wish the dog would wake up and chase the fiog too. 
That would be fûn." 



Such guidelines as presentd by the taxonomy can heip to put into f'ocus various types of 

responses, although they must never be viewed as tbe only possible ones. Despite tk fict that 

1 am at home with my chikiren, 1 stiii fhce some of the Mcu l t i e s  that researchers in a 

preschool or daycare setting làce: the busy pace of  We with children under five; the 

unexpected response at an unexpected tirne; the dangers of  misinterpretation because 1 am the 

one who chooses the words to describe their tesponses. My notes, my observations and my 

participation will ailow me to continue rny ongoing fàscination with the ways in which my 

children are reveahg th& own personal responses to literature and perhaps d o w  me to gain 

some insight into the ways in which these responses are developing. 

(fiorn a graduate papet, October 1 996) 

Further research deaIing specifically with the responses of  children to literature illuminates the 

challenges anci ditficuhies of research in this area Fry explains that 
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. .u . . . because we have the time and a b o i  m our home but, as Fry 



observes, the need for recollection c m  be challenging in a child-filled classroom Arthur 

Applebee concludes that 

[dluring the preoperationai stage, which hsts until about the age of six or seven, tbe 
child's repnsmtation seem to take the sirnplest possible brm: a neariy one-to-one 
correspondence between the representation and the origiaai experience, with littk or 
no evidence of reorganization or recoding. To the extent ùÿit the child discusses a 
story without reteliing it during this stage, the discussion reflects such well-known 
phenornena as centration and egocentriSm, with iittle fiuthet sençe of structure of 
logical coherence (1 OS). 

Such a statement seems to me to indicate only that childten's abiiies to discuss are limiteci at 

these points in their lives. However, 1 6rmiy believe that th& abiiies to respond and to 

indicate their responses are not at aii iimited. Sureiy the necessity of retelling stories in their 

entirety cannot be a measure of the persona) response and often personal "pleasure" (to use 

Rosenblatt's term) that a young child may experience at any point during a story. The ability 

to discuss narrative structure at length develops as the child ages (Applebee's findmgs clearly 

confirm this fact); the ability to respond to a text surely begins as soon as the child is able to 

experience the text in any way. The b t  wriggling with joy at the sight of another baby's 

face on a page of a ch-, board book is definitely revealing as much of a personal response 

as the three year old who says "1 love that book, Mornmy!" or the eight year oId who is able 

to provide a more clearly articulateci expression of her response. 

(fiom a graduate paper, October 1996) 



Ench: Daddy said we caa go to Gmovy Gumboldt's today. 

Jennifer : (asking him about t h )  

Erich: The vicar lefl the bathroom dwr open so he couid 

listen to Groovy Gumboldt. 

Erich 's reference here is to Graham Oakley 's book, The Cbumh Mke a! Boy. ln this book, 

a young, inîerim vicar tuks  the place of the vacatiuning vicor and brings lots of wifd JLnny 

changes to the parish In one of these scenes, the young vicar leaves the balhroom door open 

so that he can listen to Groovy Gumboldt on the radio, only tofmd himelfchased by mice, 

cars and dogs out of his home in al1 of his nakd gIory. Erich loves this parr of the story as it 

ciearfy appeals to his humour. Perhaps the hilarity of the vicar 's nakdnesss. his own Iack oj 

understanding about how music cornes on the radio and his pretending al1 combine together 

here to make rhis connection. Diseovering Erich S interest in music on the radio clearIy 

brought back my memories of how, as a chikL, I befieved that the music groups whose music 

piayed on our radio were aIl Iined up to play Iive in front of a microphone at the radio 

station. 

(fiorn my journal, Jan. 1 997) 

At two years, two rnonths, Rachel tnakes a variety of intertextual connections. The news that 

we're going to the bakery prompts her to exciaim, "Like Curious George!" The sound of 
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actual words fiom other texts seems to eiicit connections as weii, as if the storeâ knowledge 

weik up with the recognition of the words. 1 was d m g  fkom Let 's Go Home, Linle Bear 

( WaddeWinh, 199 1)' a new book that we had just bmught home h m  the h i .  The 

following excerpt contains Rachel's intertextuai comection As m the rest o f  the excerpts in 

this paper, the quotations marks indicate direct quotes 6om texts: 

Jenn: (reading) 

"And then. . . 

Little Bear stopped and he listened and 

then he tumed amund and he looked." 

R: Like Emily Listened. 

"Emily listened and Emiiy smiled. . ." 

(she pauses) 

J: Yes, that's right. 

"Emily listened and E d y  d e d .  . ." (pause) 

R: "And she sighed the sigh of a happy child." (with bearning srnile) 

Rachel rnakes a connection during the initial reading of the WaddelVFirth book to Emily 's 

House (Sharer/Fitzgerald, 1990), which haâ been widely read in our house over the pan three 

months. She seems to have made the connection between E d y  iistening and the bear 

listening. Perhaps the repetition of the "listening part" of both books has prompted her to 

rnake this M. Or perhaps she is more attuned to the tèeüngs evoked by Little Bear's üstening 

and turned around; Emily too pauses and looks around and h l s  satisfied when ber h l e  house 

is quiet; Little Bear is constamiy reassured by Big Ekar about the noises that he hears and, at 
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the end of the story, he is comforted, satisfied and put to sleep. In each case, Rachel seems to 

gain comfort fiom the sight and sound of the two characters' satisfaction and the tenor of her 

voice and the timing of her intertextual com~ftion also suggest that this may be m e .  

( fiom my jo d Jan. 1 997 and a graduate paper, April 1 997) 

Erich's speech d play are also filled with intertextual connections. In addition, he is also 

verbaliy able to constnict elabrate games based on the premises of  books or characters' 

actions in books. He ofien exhons Rachel to play dong and the house echoes with "Watch 

out, the fiog is coming!" (inspired by Tim Wynne-Jones' The Hour 

oJthe Frog or "We're making Jake sick!" in whkh they are g e m  

invading a body as in Bobbi Katz' Gems! Germs! Germs!). In the 

following excerpt fkom my journal; he uses a combination of direct 

reference to the text (Noisy Nora, Wek,  1973), ernotion and sound 

effects to express his response. 

J: (at lunch table) 

Weil, then, you may be excused. Go wash up-fàce and hands. 

(three years, 9 months old--at this point, not too pleased about washing up- 

can be heard banging and tuming on the water in the nearby washroom) 

"I'm l e d g  shouted Nora and I'm never coming k k !  

But they didn't hear a sound but a tralala h m  Jack." 
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Erich is indeed echomg the emotions that are present in Nora's proclamation in the book. Her 

M y  is always too busy with her older sister or ber younger brother to take notice or her and 

drastic action must be taken: herice, she says that she is leaving. Erich's sense of indignation, 

and the votume and dramatic mnner in which he proclaims Nora's words, dow him to reveal 

his perceived cormection with Nom and her situation as weli as the great pieasure that he fhds 

in the book. His desire to express his independence, his desire to balk at the routine of hawig 

to wash &er a meai, and his verbal confidence alIow him to make this layered connection. In 

using Nora's words, he is in effect using a metaphor for himself. This "use of metaphor" is 

part of the insight pmvided by examinhg his intertextual comection. 

( fkom my journal Jan. t 997 and a graduate paper April 1 997) 

A third intertextual connection also occurred in Rachel's twenty-sevent h rnonth, revealing her 

increasing ability and desire to engage in pretend play, oflen with book events or characters as 

prominent figures. 1 am preparing lunch at the counter in the kitchen. She is nearby and, as has 

become evident during this inquiry, much taik and reflection takes place in the kitchen; 

perhaps food preparation and food consumption aids m this creative production. Part of  my 

conversation with Racbel runs thus: 

R : Can we eat in the dinin' room? 



J: You want to eat in the dining room? Sure, that wodd 

be okay. 

R: No-'%e sleep in the dinin' room." 

J: And do you 'kat dinner in the bathtub?" 

R: ( d s  and no&) 

Rachel's reference (and mine foiiowing) is to We Eat Dinner in the 

Bathtub (Medearis/Rogers, 1996), a wacky, ftn story about a fàndy that does unconventional 

things in unconventional ways in their house. Rachel initiates a joke with me in this refkrence, 

evoking the silly humour that pe rdes  this book and which this book aiways evokes during 

reading. Her conscious attempt to draw me in, her recognition that I am piaying dong and her 

content smiie reveai that she is making this referme on two levels: to extend an aesthetic 

response to the book (to dive  or experience the reading) and to d e  a joke with me. 

( fiom my journal, Feb. 1 997 and a graduate paper, April 1 997) 

As 1 waîch my children deeply involveci in theu phy, 1 am aware of 

the ways m which they make meaning in their own world. They use a 

toy gas c m  as a teapot and serve tea to me and the motorcycks 

involved in their pretend race. They take alI of the piliows, emptied 

toy containers, and stools in our house and construct a bng obstacle-type of course, 

sometimes to put on "a show" or sometimes to "do nimiing and jumping." My son asks me if 

any of our household doils "have babies in theu t e s ' '  afker several fkhds give bnth; my 
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daughter asks me again and again to "do the fànn story," m which I taIk abut my childhood 

and she pieces together my relationship to her aunt and uncle and Opa and h m  which she has 

memorized aii of the animais fiom the fan Together, Erkh and Rachel make a "shop" and 

place d sons of things on tables a d  couch and chair so tbat they may describe what's for 

sale and how much it is (a wonderfiil expeience as items niay range in price i?om 42 pounds 

to 3 dollars!). My main poim hem is that they are always interprethg their environment, 

sometimes wanting samenes and cornfort, other times wanting the exciternent of something 

new; in any case, they are aiaking meaning? using ianguage and ieaming. M y  household 

--c~w=oo~" is a very diffetent place fkom the secondary school where I was a teacher but in 

rnany ways it has already taught me that children need tirne, space, desire and opportunity to 

learn. 

(fiom course musings, Feb. 1997) 

A final example of Erich's intertextuai connections also Uustrates the abiiity of such 

connections to provide a window into the ways in which children add words and phrases to 

their existing knowledge. One evening, just before bedtime, he and 1 were standing in our 

upstairs bathroom when the foiiowing conversation occurred. The fàct that 1 require a bandaid 

for my finger needs to be kept in minci. 

1'U get a bandaid for yoy  Momrny! 



That would be great, Bear. 

I can open it for you. 

(cornpiete concentration as Erich tries to find the two tabs to open the bandaid) 

Now, "what monkey business is this"? 

J: Erich, wbere did you hear that? Who says that? 

E: From the king and queen book, Mommy. They say it m there. 

Enchts quote is fiom May I Bring A Friend? (Schenk de Regniers/Momresor, l964), a tale of 

a boy beliended by a king and queen. The refkrence cornes fiom a visit niade by the boy to 

the king and queen where be brsigs a whole troop of monkeys; the queen's response to seeing 

the monkeys is, indeed, "What monkey/Business is this?" The rnonkeys, of course, proceed to 

swing and play and eat and eat. I am amazed by Erich's use of the term because we have 

never drawn specifïc attention to it; he bas intuited the meaning fiom the book and apptied it 

to the somewhat tricky nianoeuvre of opening the bandaid. The text-to-iifè connection reveals 

his recognition that the tabs of the bandaid are avoiding him but, at the sarne tirne, suggests 

that he knows he will be able to open them (developmentaüy, a mark of his increasing 

maturity but also, for the purposes of this inquiry, a verbal pronouncement of bis willnigness 

to be patient). In clearet temis, he is using the idea or notion of "trickims" and the term fkom 

the book and translating them into his own We. He is bnowing or  taking fiom the text but, 

at the same tirne, he is cleariy expressing an appreciation for it. 

(firom my journal, Feb. 1997 and a graduate paper, April 1997) 



An example of a text-to-Me cormection was niade by Rachel in the foilownig rnonth, her 

twenty-seventh. We are on the iiving room b r ;  she is severai k t  away fkom me and 1 am 

trying to entice her to corne and have ber socks put on She tuns ber face toward the curtain 

and 1 attempt to employ the diversion technique, which is almost unusabk at our house now. 

J: RacheL corne get yow socks on. 

R: (tums face away. does not c o n  forward) 

J: What's your name? Can you teil me? 

(the sound of such a little voice saying first, middle and last name is hean- 

meltmg) 

R: No. 

J: You don't koow your name? Sure you do. What's your n 

R: No. T m  aaything. That's anything. That's my way." 

Rachel's reference is a direct quote fiom I Can Fly (Krauss/Blair, 1 95 1 ), a long-time 

fàvounte. The little girl in the book talks about ail of the way that she pretends to be different 

animais. Rachel's quote is ikom the last page, where the little girl proclaims that she can be 

anything she wants because it's her "way." Unlike the iast intertextual connection, this one 

does not occur during or closely following a &ing session. As well, there have been no 

verbal "triggers" to d o c k  the stored h w l e d g e  of text that Rachel bas (she knows this book 

weii). Therefore, it is evident that she is reaching into her memory to retrieve this 

proclamation in response to my apparently undesirable request to say ber name. In doing so, 

she so cleariy professes idependence of the son demonstrated by the character in the book; 



Rachel is not only using this independence to let me know that she 

does not care for socks or name at the present, but she is also 

revelling in the aesthetic pkgsure of calling forth the iittle girl's 

prodamation. There is a double hyer of response hete: Rachel is 

revealing both her response to the book and ber response to feeling 

that she is like the character in the book. 

(fiom my journal, Feb. 1997 and a graduate paper, April 1997) 

I am fascinated by the concept of intermentai and intramenta1 activities. Wells descrii the 

ways in which "al1 higher mental fwrtions are dependent on semiotic artifàcts and practices 

that are k t  encountered intermentally in purposefid doing activities, in which more expert 

members of the culture both demonstrate their use and assist the leamer in mastering them 

Through participation in which his or her performance is assisted, the leamer graduaiiy 

rnasters the practices in which these artiiàcts are used so they also becorne a resource for 

intramenta1 activity." ( 1994, 19) This statement seems so appropriate and illurninating in my 

current role as a stay-at-home rnother. 1 occupy the role of assistant or expert member 

(although, 1 must contèss, some of the activities in which we are engaged make me wonder 

how mon my children will be able to do them more efficiently than me!) in many aspects of 

my children's lives and, although many of those aspects stiii involve g ros  rnotor activities, 1 

am beginning to see more and more ways in which higher mental fùnctions are also coming to 



play part. For example-since Christmas, Erich bas suddenly been 

able to do jigsaw puzzles with little or no assistance! He uses the 

strategies (lay the pieces out, look at the picture on the box for an 

idea of where a specific piece 6ts etc.) that we have used together 

many times and, gainmg more and more confidence each tirne, he puts p d e s  together. 

Another example cornes fiom my journal. We were recently driving to visit a fiend and it was 

quite cloudy. 1 explained that the sun was behind the clouds and that we could see how it was 

"trying to shine through" them. Rachel nom the back seat, asked, "Planes get through too?" 

Here, 1 can see how our talk about sun and cbuds (etc.) and her understanding of 'rrying to 

shine through" has dowed her to make the coriaection that it might be difncuh for planes to 

get through the clouds. She is re6ning her knowledge through her use of language and 

through our discussions and moving into different, higher reaims of thinking. 

( from course musings, Feb. 1 997) 

As he approaches four years of age, Erich seems able to express a more evident connection 

than he would have been able to earlier. His stored repertoire of texts is gro wing; his 

understanding of the entire context of a aory has expanded; he is demonstrating as weU his 

own personal style of response. At 4:30 am, following a night of fever, vomiting and 

unhappiness, he proclaims to his tàther: 

E: This is my worstest night ever! 

Jim: Do you mean like Franklin's worstest &y? 



(sniffing saàiy) Yes. 

Erich's reference is to FranMin 's Bad Dcry (BourgeoiKlark, t W6), a book in a Senes which 

Erich adores (as a f h d y ,  we continue to have a connection to series books). Franklin has a 

temble day: eve-g goes wrong; k fèels sad, angry and upset; his %enci Otter has moved 

away and it takes hk hther's advice that he should write to her to finally cheer him up. Erich 

has transformeci &y into ni& and the sorrow about Otter's moving into sorrow about his 

own sickness but he bas truiy expressed the emotion that Franklin féels (and that he feels too). 

Mer a sleepless, fever-6iied night, he connects to a book; his strong identification with 

F r m k h  and his situation is evident. The state of king so iiî is certainly foreign and 

frightening and 1 reflect that this aesthetic response is one of the miest kind made by small 

children: a genuine connection to a storybook reading that surfaces when real-üfk emotions 

prompt its recognition. Erich is consciously choosing to d e  this connection; he may even 

find some d a c e  in knowing that Franklin felt tem'ble too. Aesthetic-response-as-therapy is 

perhaps too large a te- but, nevertheless, he is reaching for the cornfort of king able to 

express his felings by making refèrence to someone (Franklin) whose feelings he does 

understand. 

( fiom my journal, March 1 997 and a graduate paper, April 1 997) 
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At home with m y  two smaU children, 1 see evidence every day of social semiotics in action 

Lemke (1 995) states that 

we can make sense of a text (includmg the text of a spoken 
discourse) largely to the extent that we can construe it as a 
combination of rehtiveiy fàmiliar thematic formations, 
presented according to the principles of structural 
organization of a familiar genre. (86) 

This seems to me to be so very true with respect to beginning language learnets. My children 

rnay not know the meaning of a specific word or group of words but by placing it into the 

context of already-known words and considering it with respect to famüiar activities, they are 

able to make their own meanings fkom discourse. For example: 

Jem: Erich, Rachel. c'mon-get your coats. We're going to the university h'brary. 

Erich and Rachel get their coats. We get dressed. They are excited and through their 

conversations about the h i ,  it is evident that they beiieve the University liirary will have 

the same elements (iittle tables, Curious George books, etc.) that our local public library does. 

The activity of going is very îàmiüar to them and they understand getting ready, coilecting 

books to return and so on (they have a firrn grasp of the genre) and they use theu knowledge 

of a cornmon semantic pattern to d e  meaning out of what we're going to do. Lernke's 

observations seems e q d y  as valid for my preschoolers as my grade nine English students 

king introduced to Shakespeare or my grade eleven German students discove~g the dative 

case. 

(tiom course musings, March 1997) 



The following excerpt h m  the cornpiete transnipt of d - t h e  conversation occurred m 

March. Rachel (two years, four months), Erich (three years, eleven momhs), rny husband Jim 

and 1 are eating as this conversation occurs: 

What was that story you were just telling me, Erich? 

E: It  was Nora. 

J: Tel me the story of Nom. 

E: Uh--1 teiled you aIready. 

R: Nora in the cellar; Nora in the mailbox or hiding m a s h b .  

1 lefi them moaned the mother as she sorted through the trash. 

T m  back again, said Nom, with a monumental crash." 

No Nora in the ceilar. No Nora in the mailbox No Nom in the sh-. 

No Nora. No Nora in the mailbox. No Jack and Nora in the bushes. No Jack 

and Nora in the mailbox. No Jack and Nom in the bushes or hiding in a s h b .  

wow. 

Very good. 

How do you think Jack would get there? Would Nora bave to cary him? 1s he 

too 

iittle to walk? 

(with disdain) He can walk. 



Okay. Rachel, do you want to be Kate? 

No, Mother. 

You want to be Mother. Okay. 

Okay. You be Kate. I'U be Nora and you can be Jack. 

Daddy ' s Jack? 

Tra-la-la-la. . . 

That 's good, Daddy. You did your line really well. 

Let me be Jack. 

You wanted to be Mother, you said. You have to give Daddy a bath 'cause 

you're gomg to be Mother bathhg Jack. Can you wash his knee? (JUn extends 

his leg towards Rachel) 

No, 1. I 'm king Mother. 

No, you can't. Rachel's king Mother. 

Rachel, you can be Nora. 

Who are you, Rachel? 

I'm Mother. 

Okay. 

And I'm King. . . Father. 

You're Father? 

Yup. 

Okay, so you can play chess with me because 1 'm Kate. 

But we don't have any chesses. 



We actually do have chess downstairs, a game of Daddy ' S. 

Let's go do it. Let's go do it. 

Weil, maybe after lunch we can look at it. 

Yeah, then we play chess! 

What do you think chess is? 

Chtss is when you airn at sornething. 1 thought chess was We: you have a Little 

bail and then you see men and then is little guys and then you have a red bal1 on 

top and you push it and the ball goes roli, roll, roii and crack and knock over 

person. 

This exccrpt is typical in terms of our f iudy discussions about books: we are all involved and 

interested. One of the fàscinating aspects of this conversation, and the references made within 

it' is what happms when, at the start, Rachel takes up the t e h g  of the story. She is not quite 

exact in her quoting, excepting the last line, and whether this prompts Erich to experiment or 

not is difEcuit to determine. In any case, he bcgiris to play with the story and the words, 

adding Jack to Nora's predicament, putting him hiding with her in the shrub and the 

mailboxes--in e e c t ,  changing the story to place emphasis on two of the children involved 

(perhaps reflecting his own situation in a M y  with two children). This kind of sophisticated 

re-tehg mvolves changing the graritmar of severai parts. The rest of the conversation centres 

around Erich and Rachel assigning roles fiom the book and then changing theû mhds, trying 

to take each other's roles and trying to decide ifthey want to do what theù roles demanci of 
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them (i.e. does Rachel, as Mother, want to bathe Jim, as Jack the baby?). The next two àays 

h d  "do wn time," such as driving to pick up Daddy fiom work, allotteci to this shifting d re- 

swing, with Rachel king especially keen to determine exactiy w b  is playing what role. 

The value of these okrvations, 1 think, lies in being able to watch how these 

intertextuai connections are given "lite" by the participation of our wtiole fàrdy. Clearly, both 

Jim and I, as well as the children, are stepping in and out of role; we are "trying on" w b  we 

c m  becorne and accepting or rejecting it as the clothes fit. As parents, we allow and 

encourage our children to king their connections h o  our everyday lifé and we take part; as 

such we give Erich and Rachel the power to experiment with their own voices. As 1 look over 

the transcript, 1 see the blurring of lines between story and lifé; between, for example, Kate 

and Father's game of chess and Erich's understanding of cbess. Children, even very Young 

ones, can begin to examine how they fit into both ktional stories and Mie stories around them 

when fàmily time aiiows such experimentation. Indeed, this fimi description brings clearly to 

light the nature of the iiteracy environment in our home. 

(fkom an audiotape and transcript, March 1997 and a graduate paper, April 1997) 

This particular inquiry revolves around the intertextual cormections made by Erich and Rachel 

during the past five months. By intertexnial connections, I tek to the Links made by either of 

the children between books or between books and lifk events. Discussing social semiotics, Jay 

Lemke (1 995,86) M e s :  



[consmihg intertextual relationships is itself a recurrent, regp.himi set of social 
practices m any connnunity. Constructing (and not coastnrtmg) rektionships of 
particular kmds among particukr texts nmiy be d e s c r i i  as a contcxtuaiizing 
prnctice, a malong sense of the texts, or portions of thg by piacing them in the 
context of only some and not other texts or recurring discourse patterns. AU meaning 
making may be d e m i  as such sekctive contcrtu.liPtion. . . because it is only 
imofhr as ail possible combinations of signs and their contexts of use are oot equally 
likely that meaning itselfis possiôle. 

Throughout this inquiry, I wanted to consider the ways m which 

Erich and Rachel use or d e  intertextual connections to contmue 

doing what chiidren do: make meaning out of the world. However, 1 

also came to this inquiry îàscinated and convinced by the concept of 

aeahetic response. nie question, then, that f o m  the fhmework for this inquiry is: in what 

ways do the intertextual connections made by my chiidren reved th& meaning-niaking and 

also their aesthetic responses to reading? Through my own involvement and my chiidren's 

involvernent with words, 1 have corne to believe strongly in the necessary rektionship between 

these two elernents-that is, between meaning-making and aesthetic response. My conception 

of aesthetic response stems largeiy fmom the work of Louise Rosenblatt, who differentiates 

between efferent reading, &y for information or bwledge to be carrieci away ailer 

reading, and aesthetic reading, the exnotionai involvement and response of the reader, 'rhe 

way in which during the reading the reader keeps aIive what he has already elicited fiom the 

text. At any point, he brings a state of minci, a penumbra of "mernories" of what has 

preceded, ready to be activated by what follows, and providing the context fiom which fimher 

meanhg d l  be deriveci." (Rosenblatt, 1 978,57) 

(fkom a graduate paper, April 1997) 



Margaret Meek (1 989, 10) characterizes the nature of response when she writes that 

[rlesponse, then, cm never be singular; it is always muhiple, layemi, combining 
understandmg and affect, involvkg mental images and geshirrs for w k h  the nirtàce 
features of words always seem inadquate. For me, and for the chikiren I know, 
responses are o t k  versions, rediscoveries, sets of possibilities, hazards, risks, a 
change of consciousness, a social interaction 

This inquiry has allowed me to observe clearly that this layering of response is also m e  for 

children who don't yet read independently but who are p a m ~ r s  in a readmg experience. The 

variations in reçponse, the kyered aspect of response and the genuine nature of response are 

evident. To this perspective, i add Kay Vandergrifts's cornments that 

[tloo O ften Literary criticism is thought o f  as an activity of only the most experienced 
and sophisticated readers, anci the fntic as one who han& d o m  judgments f3om a 
position above other readers. However, ifone accepts the premise that literary 
criticism is a cumulative developmental process tbat grows with an individual's 
continual search for that which is most meaningfùi and most valuable and most 
enjoyable to him, then all those who read or hear stories must be critics. Even before a 
chiid begins to read independentiy, he demonstrates the a b o i  to apprehend iiterary 
form and to recreate for himseif the impact and the import of the story world. ( 1 980, 
12) 

Young children can appreciate and respond to and subsequently 

recreate those responses to story. Indeed, 1 would maintain that 

even the giggles of recognition or the pointai finger of an infant 

constitute a true response. The a b o i  to construct the entire story or 

to hold the roles of the narrator in perspective are, 1 believe, not 

essentiai for response. A word, a iine or even a page in a storybook ! 

rnay ailow the listening child to connect and respond; these 
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responses should be treasured as they can sure& tell us a great deal about the ways in which 

the foundations for the love of reading and books may be laid. In addition, they are doubtiess 

windows into worlds that we may once have inhabited but have long since left behind. 

(tiorn a graduate paper, Apd 1997) 





Cbrptcr Five: Forging and Sostdning Links 1997-9û 

In rnany ways, sharuig storybooks with young children is a cekbration of family iifk. 
As parents and chikiren iisten, talk, r d ,  and play, they are learning about themselves, 
each other, and the social worki m which they live. It is an intimate occasion that 
cannot be staged. F a d y  storybook reading grows quietly in the home until it 
becomes a part of everyday lifè, with rituals and routines that seem to fit the needs and 
interests of individual famiSr members. 

(Taylor and Strickiand, Family Storybook Reading) 

In September of this academic year, Eric h and Rachel are four years, five months and 

two years, ten months respectiveiy. Erich enters a local preschool program for two afternoons 

a week, during which t h e  1 also volunteer twice m o d y .  Our reading sessions revolve 

naturally and spontaneously around our tirne togetber, which stiU dominates rnost of our three 

lives. My own acadernic work involves a Saturday morning course on research theories and 

methodologies in the fall semester and a course on politicai ideologies in the winter semester. 

My part-time work as a research o5ker at OISENT gives me the opportunity to continue to 

understand and to develop my own abiiities in analysing &ta in a scheduie that is flexible and 

complementary with my home-We. Wanting to give an indication of the rhythm of life in our 

ho use, 1 have decided to include a great deal of data fiom the month of June, to indicate the 

regularity with which Erich and Rachel make intertextual connections. As with Chapters 4 and 

6,  1 have used a stitch-and-needle graphic to divide each portion of the tapestry; photographie 

tapestry pieces also appear on each portion. The visuai tapestry for each of the data chapters 

appears whole on the last page of the chapter. 

At four and a half years of age, Erich seems able to express a strong co~ection to texts. His 
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stored reperîoire of texts is growing; his understanding of the entire 

context of a story has expanded; he is dernonstratmg as weii bis own 

personal style o f  respow. He attends preschool as of this past 

Septemkr and the teachet prefèrs an infornial classroom style, where 

the children cal1 her by ber h t  name and answer questions out bud when asked (but without 

hands up). Ench prochimed recently: 

E: At school you have to raise your haad to answer questions, don? you? 

J: Why yes! Where'd you get that idea, Erich? 

E: From Arthur. He had to. 

Erich's reference is to Arrhur Writes a Story (Brown, 1999, in which Arthur's classroom and 

its practices are very visible. In drawaig fiom the story, Erich is able to add to his own 

expenence of the world and, with two parents as teachers (current and foimer), he already 

moves in a world that is very connected to school. 

(fiom my joumai, Nov. 1997 and a graduate paper, Nov. 1997) 

Throughout my acwunts of some of the intertextual connections 

made by Erich and Racheî, 1 have indicaieci some of the conclusions 

that rnay be drawn, such as affiliation with words or etnotions and 

atternpts to connect the book world with a chiid's iifè. As 1 am 
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present during the recorded connections, 1 am able to judge, as rnuch as is possible (&er di, 1 

am not inside the heads and hearts of my children) when and why the connections occur. 

Furthermore, a strong body of  research üteraure exists which bas heiped me to gain sorne 

understanding of early literacy, home influences, social semiotics. In this way, I am able to 

place Erich and Rachel's connections m a wider context. However, I am conscious of  the fàct 

that, in many ways, my observations are only observations of  capnved moments in thm. 

Certainly, in terms of research validity, they are barder to "prove" or support. At the çame 

tirne, 1 strongiy beiieve that these types of  observations are tme reflections and are very usew 

in trying to gain some understanding of  the relationship between pre-reading children and 

books. 

(from a graduate paper, Nov. 1997) 

Rachel: Erich rny brother. We jump on the trampoline together. We no 

jump on the bed (shakes head emphaticaiiy). 

Rachel's reference is to a book-on-tape, No Jumping on the &d? 

by Tedd Arnold. in which bedjumpïng resulls in some serious 

structurai disasters for people living in an aprtment building. Her 

adamant body language (kad shaking) really seems to e m p h i z e  

an understanding of the seriaus nature of bed jumping!! 

(fiom myjoumai, Feb. 1998) 



In considering the developrnent of my ideology on education, 1 o&r  f k t  the observation that 

the genre of 'paRial autobiography" is the perfèct venue for this consideration. My reasons 

for this observation stem nom the firt that 1 bekve my ideology has been f o d  very much 

by my personal experiences to date and, thus, no better avenue exists than one which permits 

an examination of personal experiences. Furthemore, the autobiographical fôrrnat also allows 

me the opportunity to stress the continuum of this d e v e b p m  so that the effects of various 

forces upo n eac h O ther can be d e  evidem. 

1 believe strongiy that the forces wtiich have led me to my 

cumnt philosophical stance are inseparable fiom those that have 

shaped my beliefh about ianguage and the teaching of language. As 

such, the hmework for examining my ideology on education is 

centred around an examination of personal relevant experiences with 

language to date in rny Me. 1 do not expect that the continuum wiil 

end at this point, nor do 1 expect to hold the exact ideology that 1 do now in the fùture. I do, 

however, see the ways m which my experiences have led me to the point where 1 can proclami 

myself at this point in time a liberal with sorne socialkt tendencies with respect to my ideology 

of education. 

As a liiral, 1 celebrate the individual characteristics of the learner, looking to help 

students h d  their strengths. As an Engiish teacher, 1 beüeve whokheanedly m the power 

given by langiiape and those who have some mastery over it, meaning that 1 think ianguage 

study and acquisition is essential for al1 students. At the same the, however, I shy away f?om 
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the notion that my reading of a text is the only correct one. As a teacher with sorne socialist 

tendencies, 1 do believe that we keep students "in the dark" about many hcets of theu 

classroom experience, incluâing curriculum piamhg and evaluation, to which they should 

contribute. 

(fiom a graduate paper, Apd 199%) 

Motherhood: 1993 and contiming 

wherein the uuihor experiences life in a classroom of a direrent sort-one wirh a 
pont-row seut--and marvels ai the wnders of the nafural way in which children 

learn while trying to reconcile this process with her perception of the school experience 

As my son Erich approaches his f3th birthday, 1 can write with 

certainty that the iast five years have done more to shape my 

perception of language (and hence education) than any experiences to 

date. Being at home with Erich and tbree-and-a-half year old Rachel 

has let me see and share the magic o f  learning. We have tried very 

hard to be child-led parents, k i n g  our children iead us into the next 

stage of development, and the remit has been the oppomrnity of sharing in their own naturai 

Pace of education. Being %nuage keeq" this pace has meant many exciting times for us: 

new words, sentences, reading books fiom memory, storiedgams acted out 60m books. As 

we approach school-lifè with our children, we ceiebrate this natud, individual appmach to 

learning, while accepting that a ciassroom, with its vaMd members with varied backgrounds 
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and experiences and kamnig styles, cannot operate this way. 1 have kit some trepidation and 

cenainly sadness in te= of wondering ifthis wonder wül end but, as Jim is fond of remindomg 

me, not oniy are Erich and Rachel ready to face new experiences, learning does not stop &er 

school hours! 

(firom a graduate paper, April 1998) 

Take: one child 
with wide-open eyes 

and voices to listen and hear 
fiom a loving home 

Add: schools 
with caring teachers 

and worthwhile experiences 
and stU a loving home 

Combine: a joy m language 
and chances for growing, 

for refùge if needed, 
in a loving home 

Introduce: expanding horizons, 
a connection to a sou1 
with wide-open eyes, 

creating a loving home 

Sift in: time and age, 
developing perspectives, 

triumphs and deféats 
and dways a loving home 



Dust with: 0pporflmit.i~ 
fbr refkction and talk, 
for shared discuveries, 
within a bvbg home 

Yield: me, 
rejoicer in language, 

giver, receiver, parnier 
in a loving home. 

Rachel: Sometimes 1 pretend my babies are reai and 1 sing to them. 

Rachel's reference is to Rosiè's k b i s ,  by Martin Waddell @ictures by Penny Dale). in 

which four-yeor old Rosie tells her mother about her babies er the mother fakes care of fheir 

new real baby. She says things I i k  

"1 make their teas and I tell fhem stories und I rake them for wulh 

and 1 talk zo rhem and I tell them that I love them. " 

Here Rachel identifes t h  she is pretending und explains whd she 

does with her babies in a way that echoes the form that Rosie uses. 

(fkom my journal, May 1998) 



We are driVmg in the car. Erich and Rachel are lookmg at a h i  bok, Round Robin 

Erich: 1 was just getting my colours mixed up there. 1s this orange? (points to 

a yellow ro pe) 

Rachel : No. 

Eric h: 1s this red? @oints to Robin's red chest) 

Rachel: Yes. 

Ench: 1s this Cucufàce? (still pointhg to Robin's chest) 

Rachel: (laughs) No. 

n e  reference is to Mdeline's Rescue, by Ludwig Bemelmans, in 

which Lord Cucuface banishes the brave dog Genevieve fiom the 

vine-covered old house in Paris. W h  u n d  reaf fy farcinating here 

is thai the connection cornes out of p[ay with another book Erich is 

gently leasing Rachel by pointing to sometime-different colours and out of this p@ cornes 

the Cucuface reference: probably as an atîempt to generate humour (and if works). 

(fiom my jcumal, May 1998) 

We are driving together (Jenn, Erich aad Rachel). 

Erich: I f  1 found a red marbk, I'd wish 1 were a bird because I could fly. 



Tlre reference is to S y h e r  amd the Ma& Pebbfe by W i f f i ~ m  

Steig, in which Sylvester the donùey fin& a magk pebble and 

imdvertently turns himselfinto a rock The notion that intrigues 

Erich here is that the magic pebble is magic: it can help you turn 

yourse~into something else. H e  intermines this magic notion with 

his own desire to be a bird (!!). 

(fiom my journal, May 1998) 

Breakfhst on a Fnday. 

Erich: I'm hungry, Sophie. Who's Sophie? 

J e ~ i f e r  : I don't know. 

Erich: I'm hungry, Mrs. Figg. What have you got to eat? 

Jennifer : Weii there's ..... 

Erich: Strawbemes 

Jenni fer: Tortellini 

Erich: Smwbemes and plain noodles. 

Rachel: I'li be Rosie. 

Erich: I'il be the Captain. 



Rachel : What about Daddy? 

Eric h: He can be one of the babies. 

Rachel: And you're Mrs. Figg. And I'm Rosie. We were around the corner and we 

couldn't sleep so we got in a boat and sailed around to you. 

Erich: Weîi it doesn't say "and d e d  to you". 

Jennifer : WeU, that's alright. You c m  add that in. 

This reference is to Betty Wuterton's Plain N d è s  (iilwtrations by Joanne Fitzgera!d) in 

which Mrs. Figg, missing her own grown childen is surprised by a bwlload of babies led 

by three-year-old Rosie. They conte into her house for food diuper changes und naps and 

rernind Mrs. Figg thm it 's a lot of work to take care of babies but sonte contact is stii! 

wondefil. I love this reference because Erich so readiiy enfers into the playing of the story. 

adding his own "strawberries " to Mrs. Figg 's "minestrone, ravioii. tortelihi or plain 

noodles ". Note also that he is less wiiiing here to al!ow Rachel's embroidering of the stoy-- 

he wants the facts, afthough in trurh we are already embroidering the story in our pl* 

( fiom my jownal, June 1998) 

Mer breakfast on Friday. J e d r  is writing the previous entry about the plain noodles book 

reference. Erich emerges fkom washroom and hangs on door knob. 

Erich: Mom, are you laughing at the windows and 



crying through the locks? 

Jennifer: Nooooo ! 

Erich: Like Wee Willie W i e .  

Spontaneom references to fiterature? nursery rhymes and songs seem 

to be so much a part of a young child's lijie. Here Erich is doing what 

cornes narurally to him: pIaying with language while playing with another person (in titis 

case, me). 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

Lying in bed with Rachel. ,-.- 

Rachel: You want me to go  down stairs with rny Daddy? 

Jennifer: 1 don't mind-whatever you want to do. 

Rachel: Whatever you do, don't go near that canoe. 

Whatever you want to do. I f  you go near that canoe. 

The reference here is prhaps brought about by my ordering of the words, "whafever you 

want ro do ': Rachel pich up on rhis right away and cornes bac& with the refruinfjom Julie 

Lawson 's Wkafever You Do, Don't Go Near TIC& Canoe! @ictures by Werner 

Zimmermann). The story beginr with: 



" Whatever you do, don 't go near that canoe! " 

Said Captain Kelsey McKee. 

" Because ifyou do go near that cunoe, 

You 'II  have to recbn with me. " 

There is a sense of playing andfin in Captain McKee 's words, especially once the sfory has 

been read ihrough and the adventure experienced Here. Rachel is playing with the 

roiiicking, rhyming sound that the wrds evoke. 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

O n  our way home fiom Newmarket in car. A discussion between 

Jennifer and Erich regarding taking care of dogs and cats as pets. We 

need to give them dean, warm places to sieep, good food to eat. We 

let them in our houses to do this. 

Erich: Then how come in No More Jumping on the Bed, Fatty Cat was shoved 

outside for the night? 

Jennifer : WeU, sorne people do that and don? take uire o f  their pets. 

(reference is to a book-on-tape) 

This reference is va/wble because it occurs as a result of o book on t a p  (witren by Tedd 
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Arnold. narrated by Ron MarshaIf)). Fa!!y Cal is shoved outside for the night but this is not a 

central part of the story. In fact, the conversation that emergedpom this connection wm 

wondeg5uI: concerning pets andproper. responFible pet care. m e  connection is wrth noting, 

I thin4 because if demonstrates how even veryyoung chilben c m  take in so muny porcs of 

the story, even when these parts are foreign to their understanding, and siill maintain a sense 

of the basic plot ihe. 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

2 :45 pm in the M y  rooa Jeonifer is braiding the yeUow hair of one of Rachel's ponies. 

Jennifer : Do you want to touch a braid? 

Rachel: Oh (touches braid). Just lüce in Arthur's school. There is a girl with TWO 

braids. 

Eric h: That's Md!&. 

(reference is to a picture of Mt@ in Arthur Writes a Story by Marc Brown) 

This reference demonstrates the importance ofiiiustratiom to Young 

children Rachel has pickd up on the existence of Mufi's pig tales 

(or braids) and connected h e m  to the brai& l am making in her toy 's 

hir .  Since the existence of the braids is not mentioned orully in the 

story, she has visuah'y made this connection 

(fiom my j o u d ,  June 1998) 



At lunch. Discussion is about weather--sunny? windy? rainy? 

Jennifer: Is it winter? 

Erich: No 

Jennifer : What is it? 

Eric h: It's sprmg. No it's summer. 

Jennifer: Almost-next week 

Erich: The beaches. . . The schools are not. Oh niarria, I 'm going to FALL. Here 

comes the leeeeaves. 

Erich S humorous reference is to The Four Seasans by Tony Geiss @ictures by Tom Cooke), 

a Sesame Street Golden Book which feafures Grover faffing to the ground as Cookie Monster 

recites his iines about autumn Grover proclaims: 

"Oh Mommy! I am going to fa//! Here come the leeeeeeeeuves! " 

interestingly enough, Erich has inserred this reference #ter a seasonal connection, although 

he has done it with the summer refereme. The reference in the tex! is: 

" Three cheersjior summer, 

When it 's sunny and hot. 

The beaches are open; 

731e schoolrooms are not. " 

( fiom my journal, June 1998) 



At br-, Erkh is pale and recovering h m  i lh s s .  

Jennifer : You don? look very good. 

Erich: 1 fèel as good as Tacky. 

Jennifer: Tacky-the odd bud. 

Erich: 1 fèel as good as Tacky. 

Erich 's reference k to Helen Lester's Tac& the Penguin (ithstrated by Lynn Muminger) 

about a bird who marches to his own h m  and, as a resuti, is a vatuable @end to the other 

penguins who are much more alike. There is no sense in the book that Tacky feels other than 

satisfied with himself: which seems to be whar Erich is suggesting by his response to my 

quesrion about his Nness. 

( fiom my journal, June 1 998) 

Erich: Mommy, I f  1 heM ont0 this mue, helium-filled balloon) 

and it was a strong wind, would I get pulled up into the air? 



Erich: 

Jennifer : 

Rachel: 

Erich: 

Jennifer: 

Eric h: 

Jennifer: 

Erich: 

J e d e r :  

If you had about a hundred of them. Don't you thmk you 

are a Little heavy for the M o o n  to lift you? 

No. That happened to Curious George once. 

Do you rexnember when he went up in the air with the balloons? 

No. 

Yes. 

What book was that? Curious George Takes a Job, I think. 

No. 

Curious George Gets a Medal-the one with the cows and bunnies in it? 

Flossie knocked the baüoon man over once. Do you rernernber? 

Yes-that 's nght. 

This excerpt from a family conversation shows how typical or mual it is for our family to 

discuss books, characters and such. / am mistaken in my reference to the tiffe, although 

Erich is not mistakm in his be fief thai Curious George war lvted by a bufloon The book is 

acrualfy Curions George by HA. Rey. Erich 's imagination takes off with the connection 

between the nÿo hefium-filied bailoons and / get boggeà down on the tifle!! Refusing to let 

rhisjlight of fans, end. Erich makes another balloon connection to Sheepckase by Paul 

Rogers (illustrated by Ce lia Berridge), wherein the balloon man is indeed knockd over by 

rhe errant sheep, Flossie. This is a wonder_fUliy funny scene und Erich is no doubt stifl 

invoking the magic of balloons and bufloon man by his reference. 

(fiorn my journal, June 1998) 



Early am. J e d e r  and Erkh in Rachel's bed. One of those Nghts. Erich's throat is stiu red. 

Jennifer: Are you sure you fèel okay? 

Erich: 1 feel much better. 

Jennifer: That 's great. 

Erich: How's it going? (slaps bed, exaggerated voice) 

Jennifer: What's that? 

Erich: How's it going? (slaps bed, exaggerated voice) 

Jenni fer: Oh--like Tacky. 

Here Erich connects aguin to Helen Lester's Tacky the Penguin (ilhstrated by Lynn 

Munsinger) and suggests a jocular sense of well-being. In addition, he is clearfy minticking 

Jim 's reading of Tac&, which is greafly exaggerated in a fak-Australian-knee-slapping 

way. mis reading decidedly hm a connection to the ways in which the children respond m e  

story and the picîwes are wonderfiid but Jim has given it an extra Ive. 

( fiom my journal, June 1 998) 

JeMifer, Rachel, Erich anci J b  are bagel-nmiking at the counter. The dough is aül being 

mixed. 



Eric h: (punches dough) I'm a loafèr. 

Erich 's reference is to Alll~licr Bedelicr 's Fuaùîy Album by Pegav Parish (pictures by Lynn 

Sweat) in which Amelia Bedeiia introduces us to her eccentric crew of relatives &y showing 

us their photos in her family album. II is quiîe comic, afthough 60th 

Erich and Rachel are too young to understand some of the jokes- 

They do, however, realfy appreciate the ones thoi they do understand: 

this l@er joke is one of them. When Amelia Bedelia explains thai her 

mother is u ioafer, and then shows a p h o  of her making bread 

louves, a connecfion is made to our famiiy where bread and ioaves 

are indeed made. Here Erich reinforces the connection- 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

Evening, Rachel is askep on return fiom soccer. 1 roll her imo bed. She wakes up and holds 

my hand. 

Jemifer: Now go to sleep. 

Rachel: (curled up on her side; holding my hand) 

1 think I can. I think 1 can. 1 think 1 cari. 
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The reference is to The L&Ie Engins That Codd which we had recently borrowedfiorn the 

library and which Jim hcrd read to the chifaken I always think thu! in sleep we are so close to 

revealing what is in our imaginations and hence, rhis reference is telling in that Rachel is in 

that wake-sleep state and maks  a connection to a book 

f fiom my journal, June 1998) 

Lunch at Opa's house. Opa has given us sorne raspberry sherbet to ---a real treat. 

Ench: Oh how I love thern raw with a little bit of salt (savouring the sherbet on his 

tongue) 

(continuing to eat sherbet and just before fhishing says) 

After eating ice c m  and delicious apple pie. . . 

A double refrence occurs here. Erichfirst connects savowing the food on his tongue with the 

fox in William Steig's Doctor De Soto. His reference is so apt and so jitting, us the fox is 

thinking dreamiiy how he will relish eating the dentist and his wife. He says, 

"Ho w l love rhem raw. . . with just a pinch of salt, and a . . . dry. . . white wine. " 

Erich 's secondreference also connects to foodand eating. He quotes from Wncn Dinosuum Go 

Viiiting (story ondpicttues by Linda Martin), an entertaining lirtle s h t y  which details al1 of the 

t hings that tuke place when dinosours visit each other, one of these things being: 



"Affer eafing ice creum 

And delicious apple pie, 

They all help with the dishes 

TilI rhe f a t  one's dean and dry!" 

(fkom my journal, June 19%) 

I t  is early morning. Jennifer is in bed with Rachel (or rather, vice versa) 

Jem: Rachel, take off that towel and put it in the bathroom where the other pee stuff 

is. (Rachel has peed in our bed) 

Rachel: Where the other pee stuff is ................ Where the wild things are ......... 

Jem: Where the wüd things are? 

Rachel : Yes, where the wild things are, where the wiid pee things are. Yes, where the wild 

pee things are. 

Rachel 's (and my) reference is to Maurice SendaA 's Mben the Wild Things Arc. Rachel fakzs 

rhe "where the wild things are" und ad& her own particuIur, hwnorous touch to it. Here I can 

see how chilken tubs what is there. shape it and form it ro their own 

specifications and produce something wonderfuIiy unique. She seems 

here to enjoy pIaying with the cadence and the reperition of the words. 

just as Se& does in the s f q .  
-œ 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 



Supper. 

Discussion has been about hot weather. 

Jennifer : Is it hot emugh for ya? (exaggerated voice) 

Rachel : How's it going? (exaggerated voice) 

Discussion continues about Tacky and how he is an odd bu& but, as Rachel says, a penguh. 

Rachel pich up and embroiders on her dad 's rendition of Tacky here, 

since the wor& I say me not quoied from the story. but rather fhat 

pseudo-slapping-AustraIian way thar Jim hm su mostercfulIy created 

Tacky from. Cleariy, the way in which O story is told is also of deep 

importance in its lmting eflect on the listeners. (Helen Lester's Tac& the Penguin with 

illustrations by Lynn Munsinger) 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

Breakfast, the bu& are gone to [a f k d s  home] because we are gomg on a holiday. 

Eric h: I'm going to miss Codort and Joy and Pip. 

Rachel: Me too. 



Jennifer : Yeah, me too. It's pretty quiet around here. 

Erich: It 's quiet as the grave. 

Jennife r : Quiet as the grave-where's that fkom Erich? 

Erich: hgwash. 

Erich seerns to quite like this reference to "quiet as the grave" because he used it several rimes 

over the summer. Here he identifies the source as The Quest of the Golden Handskuke by John 

Ryan, a comic-book-like pirate tale which he particuiariy enjoys. The reference from the text 

cornes when Captain Pugwash suys to Tom, the cabin boy. t h t  Tom is indeedcorrect that Cut- 

rhroat J u k  's abode is empty: 

* Y  

" You 're right, Tom. It 's as quiet as the grave. 

Erich is certainly mare as well of the meoning of the word "grave" and, in using this 

combination of wordr, suggests thor he feels a very strong sense of silence. 

(eom my journal, June 1 998) 

Lunch at home and thunderstorm is occurring. 

Jennifer: What's that? The thunder is coming back. 

Erich: No acW, Mom-it's travelling away. 

Rachel: Maybe to the land of the Stinkas. 



Jemifér: Ah yes, ma* to the land of Stinkas. 

Interesiingly enough, Rachel's reference is also to John Ryan 's The Qvcst of the Goldcn 

Hondshake, us she refers to the islund upon which the treasure is to be found Here. i see the 

value and importance of a sense of fumily fiteracy, one in which conversations such as these 

are weicorned and are, indeed, normal occurrences. In this conversation, we are all able to 

appreciate and recognize her reference an4 as such, reinforce the importunce of if. She 

suggests so cleurly the sense of ~aveiiing off tu a faraway land as the pirates in the story 

rravel. The image of thunder travelling this way (initiated by Erich and carried through by 

Rachel) is wonderfilt'y metaphoric. 

(fiom my journal, June 1998) 

Jim has been readiig ;Ine Ivy Cottage to Erich and Rachel. We are at [a firiend's] 

cottage. 1 t is before breakfast and Rachel is starving. 

Rachel: (standing in living room of cottage) 

I want something good to eat. Dum ditty dum ditty dum dum dm. 

Rachel 's reference here is not to E-J. Taylor's The Ivy Coltage, afthough both chifden love 

CO hear this story. instead. she is referring to Al Perkins' Hand, HPnd, Fingem, Thwmb 



(illustrated by Erich Gîuney) which using this exact nonsense rhyrne. 

This is an interesting connecrion because I thinil if shows how she 

loves to play with words and lmguage and if also reveals her mood 

of the moment; she is hungry but not-feed-me-or-1-wiii-die hungry. 

(fiorn my journal, June 1998) 

EricB Rachel and Jemiifér are in car while Jim goes to purchase a d e r .  We agree to clap for 

Daddy when he returns. 

J ennifer: Yeah-hurray for Daddy! He's the man of the hou. 

Rachel: He's the f?og of the hou. He's the hour of the frog man. 

This book hm been read on and offat our home for a very long time. Tint Wynne-Jones ' The 

Hovr ofthe Fmg is wonderjùi and Erich and Rachel hove used it for ifs language andfor 

ils somewhat scary preseritation of the fq I like Rachel's reversai 

and blend here so rhat she starts out hearing my "man of the hour " 

and twns it into "the hour of the frog man. " The tex1 itseffcontains 

the words: 

"II is the Hour of the Frog. " 

( fiom my jounial, June 1 998) 





Chapttr Su. Through the Eycs of Mother-R-rch 1998-99 

1 think that we learn fiom mothering a kind of what the Buddhists c d  'mindfulnes~'~ 
an ability to &tain awareness of a wide range of issues. There is in that a potential 
for responsibiiity. . . to take what we have learned fiom that experience and apply it to 
the world. It gives us a new way of seeing. 

(Bateson, '.Periphera.i Visionaries") 

The woven tapestry of words which follows in this chapter cornes fiom my 1998-99 

j o u .  graduate work and field texts. As with Chapters 4 and 5,1 have used a stitch-and- 

needle graphic to fkther suggest the tapestry, as well as photographie pieces of the tapestry 

which appear on each portion. The visual tapestry for each of the data chapters appears whole 

on the last page of the chapter. 

In September of this academic year, Erich and Rachel are five years, five rnonths and 

three years, ten months respectively . Rachel starts a parent participating preschoo 1 program 

for two aflemoons a week and Erich enters into an dernoon kindergarten program in our 

local school. Our rnornings together are still spontaneously full of reading sessions and, 

indeed, my three afiemoons with Rachel are as wefl. Evening M y  story tirne, a constant 

since infancy, is of special importance now that Erich is away at kindergarten in the 

afiernoons, although we still fïnd many opportunities in the mornings for shared stories. With 

my research officer work finished, my academic pursuits fhd me working on an independent 

reading and research course (about pre-reading reader response) and preparing for and writing 

my comprehensive exams in the fàü semester. 1 participate in an online course about women's 

experience in higher education in the &ter semester. As 1 am close to the end of my course 

work, 1 also opt for an intersession course about social constructivist theory on Satwday 
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mornings. Through connections d e  during rny online course, I find that 1 bave been 

acceptai to presern a paper at an upcoming fàü confèrence, 'Mothers and Education;" 1 plan 

for a paper about mother-research. 

Rachel: Would you like to corne to our--party? It's the last of the Harvest Moon Party. 

Jennifer : What kind of party? (wants to make sure she's heard properly) 

Rachel: It's my birthday party. I'm going to tuni 17. 

Rachel is making reference fo Possaam's Hanest M m  (words and 

pictves by Anne Hunter) as she and Erich ore ployng together. 

n>ev are planning a party and putting together all of the 

preparations (a pïuty is sornething they play together a lot these 

dqs). When questioned by me, she blends in her own story, as her birthdizy is coming soon 

and hm been much on her mind these days. The facf ihc7r she is going to turn 17, instead of 

her chronological4, is another level of her blend. 

(fiom my journal, October 1998) 

Erich: 

shnink ...... Not on purpose . . ... . . . . Like Mr. Frumble's bat. 



1% 

(double reference here to Richard Scary7s charmer and to a story he heard on Jimgie Jam 

Tape of how G d &  Bear shnink his p a , )  

Mr. Frumbfe's Womt Day Evcr (Richard Scarry) is a library book This reference is 

inferesting to me because, in connecting the shrinking-in-the-dryer idea to the szory of how 

Glufi Bear sh& his pj 's, Erich is connecting idearfiom two merem lisiening moàes: 

shared oral reading and audiotape~~ As far as I ùnow, these are the ody  two times we 've 

encountered the notion of shrinking in the .Ver  so a neat fink is being made here--a 

consfmc fion of meaning. 

(6om rny journaï, October 1 998) 

Peter J. RabUiowitz, in "Fictional Music: Toward A Theory of 

Listening," comments on the inctease of '%orroweâ" music in music 

today. According to him, this trend has caused some difficulty for 

music theorists in their analyses of the bonowed music. In order to 

appreciate this muhi-layering, he says, we must change the way we 

listen to music and bead towards a différent theory o f  listening, one in which we appreciate 

our reactions to this "blend" o f  new and borrowed music by recognizing (when appropriate) 

the levels on which we are responding. Aithough 1 enjoy music and nnd his article quite 

interesting, my niain interest in Rabinowitz's observations at this point stems fiom his notions 

about the connections between borrowed aad new music and how these seem so appropriate 



to my current area of study. As he d e s  

The work itsetfmay tell us '%bat to do," but it is up to the listener to create the 
crucial rnuitileveied structure. It is this multiplicity in the listener that &es fictional 
music inherently diflterent nom primary music, and it is this mdtipücity that d e s  
traditional +is so Madequate h r  derstaoding it. On both levels, the music is 
"technidy" the same, but its meaning ancî significance are entirely dZfkrent. (200) 

Here 1 see very clearly an application of this type of thinking to my developing notions of pre- 

reading reader response, as reflected in my current project with Erich and Rachel. Their 

-'borrowing9' or connecting, of course, is not s p e c W y  that of music and yet, nevertheles, 

the notions of conwcting to the iiterature on more than one kveî, and of the awanness of 

those connections, are really the essence of what 1 am domg. In other words, by noting my 

observations and reflecting on them, 1 am able to listen to the multi-layers in their responses. 

Furthemore, in a more generai way, the whole concept of pre-readmg reader response 

indeed hinges on w)ien and how one can make these observations. Since j o d  writing or 

interviews are not appropriate at their ages, my ability to listen is key. 1 would argue also that 

my ability to iisten has a direct e&m upon my relationship with my chiidren and upon their 

abilities to listen as well. By k ing  members of a fkmily where these connections are treasured, 

noted and/or discussed, they have becorne very aware of this method of communication. 

There is no doubt in my rniod that listening, as weli as the act of reading, has a f'undamental 

impact on what happes to the literature that we read together. 

As 1 work through this portfolio and continue niaking my own "connections" about 

my study, 1 am incfeasingb aware of the nature of this type of pursuit. 1 am constantly trying 

to place my area of interest within the broader spectrum of other areas. As such, pre-reading 

reader response, or the b4connections" with which 1 am so hcînated, have as a part of theu 
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' ~ e b "  these concepts attached to Listenhg. By listening, we empower others and, as teachers, 

hening is one of the most important things we can do. As parents, I think we need to k e n  

to and appreciate the amazing things that small children can say d do. It seerns to me that, 

ail too often, some d u i t s  are willing to dismiss these wondws as "kid SI&" without stopping 

to reaiize what we can leam. 

(fiom a graduate reflective portfolio, Oct. 1998) 

Dnving down New Dundee Road en route to Ayr 

Jim: Look at the size of that rnoon! 

Erich: It's the Harvest Moon! ! ! ! ! 

Jenn: Possum's Harvest Moon--it sure is. 

Jim: I'm sure it is. 

The book is fossum 's H a m  Miwn (story and illustrations by Anne Hunrer). The thing that 

srruck both of us (Jim and me) about this connection is that, although we 've read the book fo 

the children, we haven 't read it that ofren. Far E. to m a k  this connection, he has navigated 

his way rhrough several image schemas (lu me Turner 's language): size of moon, season, 

weather. The evening war especialiy chi& and we were going for o drive d e r  supper 

(unusuol) in the dark; by using this reference, he evoks afl of the feelings in the book; the 
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animais are preparing for the onset of winter by hmesting dga ther ing  and Possum wants 

so very much to have a Harvest Moon party- mis evening seemed so very much liAe the 

evening in the story. 

(fiom my journal, Nov. 1 W8) 

1 feel as if I've made a subtie but important shifi in the way that I've been considering my 

project. When 1 stand ôack and try to adopt an anaiytical stance, I absolutely know that what 

fiscinates me about my "stuflP' is the connections that Erich and Rachel make (and continue to 

rnake) between texts and b e e n  text and lifè (wkther r d  or imagiwd &) which occur as 

a resuit of our shared oral reading. Trying to place this fiscination within the fkm of a 

research-project-cm-doctoral-dissertatio however, has k e n  much more chaiienging. 

1 've loo ked to the literature on early iiteracy/pre-readers and considered UR'S 

responses as ways in which pre-readers, despite accepted beliefk that they carmot perceive 

story-as-an-entirety (beliefk which, in rny view, belittle the enonnities of what young children 

can actually do with story), use story as a way of letting litentute and 

language "sing" for them as it weaves its way into their iives; stones 

(and play and songs and more stories) are the "stuffthat dreams are 

d e  on." 

I've aIso looked to the iiterature on shared oral reading. The literature 

suggests unanimously that shared oral reading is a valuabie, essential MUST. Research 

demonstrates the closeness provideci by the experience as weli as the ways in which those 

doing the s h e d  reading can enchance the experience for others. Despite this agreement, 
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however, there is fkirly iittle research about wtiat the children, espechily pre-reading children, 

do with literature once the reading sessions are done. From what I can tell so far, my project 

is unique in its documentation of the responses and connections made by the children. 

I've even looked to the literature on reader response, although there seems to be 

airnost none at ai i  with respect to the notion of pre-reading reader response, and considered 

E&R's responses as ways m which they use text to make meaaing out of their lives. The most 

rewarding aspect of this perspective has been the wonder that I've experienced as I've learned 

that Literature has to "get you wbere you're at." In other words, as a teacher and as a reader, 1 

have a greater sense of the whok spectrum of literature's net. When 1 consider the ways m 

which 1 will give W o m  to these ideas in m y  classroom, fùrther ramifications of my project 

jump out screafning at me fôr attention as weU. 

Enter into this constant brewing, this push towards the formation of an 660verwhelrning 

question" (to loosely borrow Eliot's words fiom J. ALfied Mock) ,  a book, The Liferury 

Mind by Mark Turner, a reference wbkh 1 fobwed up fkom a Maclean's essay, The heritage 

of siorytelling by Robert Fulford (November 2, 1 998'80-85). Although I 've oniy experienced 

a small portion of this book, it seems to centre around Turner's notion that story is a "basic 

principle of minci. Most of our experience, our knowledge, and our thinking is organized as 

stories. The mental scope of story is magnified by projection-one story helps us make sense 

of another. The projection of one story ont0 another is parable, a basic cognitive principle 

that shows up everywhere, fiom simple actions like teiling time to complex iiterary creations 

like Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu." (Turner, v) 

So? So what happms ifwhat I've realiy been lookhg at, what I've redy been muiiing 



over, reassessing etc. etc. etc., is part of what Tunier is taking about? Rachel and Erich have 

been experimenting with story. They have been projecting one story ont0 another: Tunier's 

second element. In same ways, 1 woukl argue, they have even demonstrateci the use purable 

as they go about the d d y  business of king young children 

(f?om a graduate reflectiive portfolio, Nov. 1998) 

S itt h g  with Rachel this afternoon while Ericb is at school is like 

sitting next to a fountain of activity. We are working on a puzzle 

together in the fàmily room (she has been subsequently üstening to 

some story tapes whiie 1 c l an  up the adjacent kitchen). This is a 100-piece puzzle and it is 

taking quite a while to put the various sections together (this is how she does it, by puttmg 

various recognizable sections together and then joining the whole). As she wiggles back and 

forth, up and down off of her little chair, 1 hear a constant Stream of taJk (some directed at me, 

some not). At first she says 

"lnto the buck and mire. . . into the buck and mire."' 

After awhile, 1 inte ject and say, "It's muck and mire, dear." 

She then goes to talk about the puzzle with me, searching for this piece and that, ody  to add 

'This reference and the re&re~~:e to M i k d  below are fiom a series of storytelling tapes 
that Rachel and Erich sometimes listen to in the car. Called Wild Times in God's Creation 
and More Wild Times in God's Creaiion, they are lively, engaging stories about a group of 
animals who üve m the jungk and the adventures that happen to them. A s  can be mted in the 
second reference to Millard, there is also a great deal of iayered material in the tapes. 



"Rernember that party book [a M] gave me?' 

**I do." 

'And laugh 'tu it hurts at the party." 

1 am not quite certain what she bas said so 1 ask her to repeat it untg1 am sure. We srnile at 

the wonder of that djzzying page in Barbata Reid's book, The P m .  The p-g goes on. 

Then Rachel sings, softly but cleariy (with the correct tune) 

"Strangers in the ni@. . . Millard sang that." 

Here, on a very typicai weekday afternoon, 1 am privy to a wonderfùl workf, one in wtiich a 

young child reflects on, experiments with and revels in the connections that she &es to the 

worid around ber. I am again astounded. 

(fiom a graduate reflective portfolio and my journal, Nov. 1 W8) 

v 

It seerns to me thai I've been strugghg with a way of verbaiking my 

own strong klings about the connections that Erich and Rachel have 

been making between texts or between texts and E. 1 recognize the 

validity and wonder of these connections and have ventureci into 

various "modes of thinking" in order to explore them Turner's work fils me with enthmiasm. 

The aspect of projection and the resuiting thought processes are mdeed very Like the ways in 

which 1 ' ve been considering E&R' s connections. 

So, if 1 centre specificaiiy on connections made via texts (which is the data I've 

coiiected and continue to coiiect), 1 think I'm ready to begin my argument that one of the 
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effects of shared oral reading is that it &ws cbiidren to project their stories onto other 

stories and, in so doing, create parables by which they express themselves and by whkh they 

explore the wor1d a r o d  them. 

It seems to me that there are some big issues that must be accepted (primarüy by me- 

for some reason, 1 am hung up on the notion of proof). First, my bCdata" is a h o s t  completely 

journai entries. 1 have two transcrippts from audiotaped conversations and severai videotaped 

reading sessions (which may prove usefùl in detennining the nature of the shared oral reading 

but which do not contain any "provable" intertexnial connections). As such, and secondiy, my 

thoughts arising fiom these entries caanot be glanced over or checked out by anyone. I am 

corning to see more and more that what I am doing is using my experiences with my children 

and their connections as ways to conceptualize what these conneaions may represent. 1s this 

doctoral material? 1 want it to be b u s e  it seems so right-so interesting (to me), so timely. 

Lastly, my position as both mother and researcher must be addresseci openly and up fiont in 

the paper. Afier al, a parent-educator is perhaps in the best of both worids: able to be there to 

share and to share what occurs. Is this in fact a facet I will need to explore in my paper? My 

position has indeed had an inûuence on the way 1 see classroom experiences; perhaps 1 wili 

need to address this gradua1 progression in perspective. 

( fiom a graduate reflective portfolio, Nov. 1 998) 
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Rachel and Erich are putting on a puppet show behind our new 

"puppet show" screen. Rachel is holding up her clown-on-a-stick 

puppet and has mtroduced herself as "Clowny the clowny.'. 

Rachel: 1 'm just m my house looking for çomething. . . No treasure in here. 

(reference here is to Joliy Tall by Jane Hissey, part of a coliection of OU Beur Tales which 

Rachel just received for Christmas) 

The wonder of this connection lies in the fact that this is a new srory in our house (a 

Christmas rnorning arrivai) and in the fact thut rite way the puppet h m  to peer over the 

screen, frorn a heighr, is so suggestive of the wuy t h  Joiiy Tafi has ro peer over the roof of 

his cardboard-box-house. The fine "No treanrre in here " is directiy quoted frorn the book: 

" The big furry head disappeared into the box und then popped ouf ugain. 'Sorry, ' it said 

'rhere S no treasure in here. ' " 

(fiom my joumai, Jan. 1999) 

Erich and Rachel are washing their han& for breakf'ast. Rack1 

hooks her new Barbie (Beyond Pink, with an electric guitar and 

audio tape!) over the towel rack. 



Erîch: 

Rachel: 

She's domg the splits at the barre. 

No, sbe's doing a jump at the barre. 

The reference here is to Ma, by Rachel Isadora, in which M m  has a good time ut his 

sister 's dancing ciass as he waits for his basebaïi gume to start. In fact, M m  h a  mch a good 

rime rhat he ench up going to dancing cfass every week as a way to warm up for his gume. In 

the book, Mm: stretches ut the barre, tries to do the splits and the pas de char. Here I see ho w 

both Erich and Rachel are aware of this language through expswe tu this stoly. and how 

they use it in their p/uy. 

(eom my journal, Jan. 1 999) 

. We are skiing around the block and down the big hiil by the dam. 

This is Rachel's k t  tirne on cross-country skiis. Erich is on the big, 

wooden sled and Jirn is pulling him. 

Erich: Giddy up, Lysander! ! 

This reference is to John Yeoman's Tke Wild W4skerwomtn and, specificaily, to the goal 

narned Lysander whom the wifd washerwomen use to pull their wagon QS theyfiee the slave 

bon& of their washing task-master. I love this refeence becouse it conveys the f in and 

excitement of the washenvonen rampaging through t o m ,  pded &y the goat, Lysander. 

(fiom my journal, Jan. 1999) 



It is d e r  school. Rachel bas gone M e  after a long-outside day. Erkh and 1 are gohg to the 

backyard to shovel off the deck. We cross the fiont porch and go through the herb garden but 

1 notice that the snow isn't deep emugh to cover the herbs. 1 comment that we shuuldn't 

cross over it for awhile, saying that you can smell herbs. 

Erich: The smeU ofjasmine fills my mse. 

km: Jasmine? Where'd you learn about jasmine? 

Erich: From Miss Rumphius. 

Jem: From Miss Rumphius. 

Eric h: That's a glonous book. Do you like it? 

Jem: Yes, I do. 

Erich 's reference is to Barbara Cooney 's Miss Rumpltiur. The conneciion, however, is not 

an obvious one of the story, as it occurs when Miss Rumphius goes into the city greenhouse 

and is confronted by the exotic smell of the jasmine therein; the natrator tells us that "the 

sweet srneil of jasmine flIIed her nose. " Rabinowitz's observations corne into p/ay here 

because Erich is both k r i n g ,  borrowing and then creating anew wïth his reference, as he 

brings ir to lwe wilh the conneetion to ourfiagrant herb garden which, ut the moment, is not 

al all in the gloriolts bloom of Miss Rumphius ' greenhouse flowers. 

(fiom my journal, Jan. 1999 and a graduate paper, July 1999) 



Rachel and Erich are helping Jem make bagek at the counter. Rachel has a iittle piece of 

dough of her own, which she is rolling back and forth in flou and on ber hands. 

Rachel: Make a dough baii and throw it onto someone's tail (with 

mirth). 

Little Bear did that to Rabbit. 

Jem: Litîle Bear? 

Rachel: Yes. 

Jenn: There's no Rabbit in Little Bear. (1 am thinkuig of 

the Else Minarik/Maurice Sendak books). 

Rachel: (knowing immediately rny mistake) 

1 mean Little Bear in BramweU Brown. 

This is an interesting hrrn of events here. Rachel is able to make her reference to Jane 

Hissey 's slory, Jolly Snow, an4 when I misinterpet if ,  she can correct me. 

(îrom my journal, Jan. 1 999) 

Rachel : Mommy-the moming passed quickly by. 

And then the affemoon passed quickiy by. 



- A smaii girl's ruminations on afirU d q  which seemed to ffy by. 

_ .  Interesting to me is her use of Berneimans ' "passed quickly by " 

fiom Madei'i~e. / think she hm fil& brought this phrase into her 

own vocahuiary so that it naturaiiy arises as a way fo express the passage of time. 

(fiom my journal, Jan. 1999) 
/ 

Erich is wearing shorts and soccer pads with ninners. Rachel is dresseci in a ballet skirt, a 

I backwards body suit, white dress shoes and biack, shiny soccer shorts 
1 . P  

(which actuaiiy belong to Erich). Mer supper, they are planning a 

beach party in the basement. 

Jim: 

Erich: 

So, this is your costume for the beach party? 

No, it's a fàncy dress cornpetition actually. (He goes on to 

taik about how there wili be judging and ptizes.) 

Erich 's Merence is to Jane Hissey 's The ClCrbtmas Famy Dnss Patty, in which ail of lhe 

roys dress up and have a contest, with prizes for ail, including the judges. I Iike how the 

momenf seems to have carried Erich away so that he shifs into a mode based on his 

memories of fhis lovely story. 

( fiom my journal, Feb. 1 999) 



1 t is 8:00 am. Jenn is dressing. Erich and Jim are in ttie bathtub. Rachel is dressed already and 

chatting to Jenn. 

Rachel : Mommy only put a Me bit of yeast in bread. 

km: Y ~ s .  

Rachel: Big Antony put a lot of yeast in it. 

Jenn: What happened? 

Rachel: It rised and rised until it popped through the oven door. 

(she continues) 

Clara sat m the roclcing chair and she thought about the d o u a  rishg 

and rising until it popped through the oven door and she laughed 

to herself. Ha ha!!! (she is quite boisterous and throws her head back) 

That's my f h n y  part. 

I-, Rachel has heard S m  Noria's Ma& Lmons (by Tornie de 

Paola, on audiotap) for the j h  tinte on Saturday Fe&. 13. She has 

connected it up wiih a book caifed Clara and the Bookwagon, a b o ~  

a travelling library arui a girl beginning fo read which we have hadfiom the fibrary these 

last three weeks I marvel ut her mind's ability to pick oui connections and then lin& them 

togethet- ar well as fo the real-life bakîng of bread which is fuirfy regulm in Our house. 

(fiom my journai, Feb. 1999) 



Rachel cornes downstairs and sees that some of the daffbdils in a vase on the table have 

opened. 

Rachel: M y  daffodils have op&. It's sprnig. 

Rocher's reference is to Catherine Stock's EWer Suprise, a book 

which has been in ow libraiy since before Rachel's birth. It h a  

beautiful wutercolour pictures and simple prose. Rachel h o w s  that 

spring is around the corner (we have taiked about il) and she 

expresses such a wwnderful de fight in the sight of the flowers. How 

wonderful thal she connects this delight up to her books. 

(from my jourmi, March 1999 and a graduate paper, June 1999) 

Rachel: 

Jenn : 

Rachel: 

Erich and me made a game up about Inspector Peckitt and Viv. 

I'm supposed to go up in our treehouse and stay in a special 

corner in something, in a basket. And wbody can corne near 

me, oniy Inspector Peckitt. 

What's Erich supposed to do? 

He's supposed to look for food. . . for the bebies. 
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And you lcnow what? We're pretendmg babies are the little bds. That's it. 

(pauses) You know what? Erich was Viv and 1 haà to be Inspecter Peckitt. 

And 1 wanted to be Viv. 

This conversation took place in the backyard on a wondeqtùllj sunny 

day. II was 2:50pm and Erich was ut kindergarten. Rachel s h e d  

with me the outiine of a game they 'd been playing earlier in the day 

and for the past few days. The book is Impctor Peckirr by Don Freeman (Kingswood: The 

Windmill Press, 1973), which I checked ut U of W library earfier in April. We have read 

some of Freeman 's Cordumy booh and Freeman S pictures and some of his text jusî seem to 

hit home witit both Rachel and Erich niere hm been quite a preoccupation with babies in 

the house, arnpl~ped by the birth of my brother 's daughter in March and here I see Rachel 

and Erich really concentrating on the nest aspect of the book In the book, Viv is pictured 

sitting on a nest in the Eiffel Tower but we are not rold of eggs or babies and, in fact, 

hpector Peckirt takes her stofen purse-nest back to ifs owner so we know she has no eggs in 

it. Erich and Rachel have expanded the stoty as well as adding the tangible egg-balls (a 

regular part of our backyard toys). I also like that there is some discussion over who will 

play rhe part of V': it is obviously seen as a valued role to play. 

(from my journal, April 1999 and a graduate paper, July 1999) 
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'This is an affemoon, atter school exprrience. Erich bas been rude in responding to me about a 

question 1 've asked him. He bas the tired-afier-schoo tgnimpies. 

Jenn : There's already been a lot of upheaval hem. 

Erich: 'Cause we had to niarch 'em pretty penguins. 

Erich *s reference is to Helen Lester's Tucky the Penguin. in which 

some hunrers corne andproc/aim that they will capture the penguins 

and sel1 them, getting quite rich. P is a terne moment untU Tac& 

cornes to the rescue. Erich has captured the tenor of the moment, 

Lester's and ours, by using this reference, showing that even in his grumpies, he makes 

connections fo the world of literature. 

( fiom my journal, April 1 999) 

Eat them before they get mushy. 

(pointing to Rachel's cereal, cheerios and comfiakes, whkh wül dennitely 

not get eaten ifthey're soggy) 

Erich: Or I will buy a cornputer. 

Jenn: Ch I will buy a cornputer. 

Rachel: 1 will buy a cornputer too. 



The interesting thing about this refereren Cs that Erich h picked up t h t  Mr. Far s threar to 

buy a conputer ifthe little man doesn 't remn to worA is indeed a rhreat. nie reference is to 

Margaret Mahy 's Tke Man WAme Mother W~LS A A'me (Harmondswo~h: Pufin Book 

1985). My exhortation to eut the still-crunchy cereal has obviously been seen by him as 

having at least some similarities ta Mr. Fat's threut. Our famiiy reprition of the sentence 

reveals fhar iight-hearted nature of the "rhrear " and reinforces the concept of family stories 

and shared connections. 

(fiom my j o u d ,  April 1999 and a graduate paper, July 1999) 

This paper proposes an examination of mother-research as an empowering image of 

motherhood. Borrowing Duckworth's imagery, I suggest that 

[a mother-resea~cher] is someone who engages leamers, who seeks to invoIve. . . b r  
child] wholly-mind, snse  of self, sense of humor, range of interem, interactions with 
O ther people-in leaming. And, having engaged the leaniers, a [motber-researcher] 
fin& @er] questions to be the sarne as those that a researcher mto the nature of human 
learning wants to ask: What do you think and why? While the [çhild] learns, the 
[mother-researçher] leams too. (Duckworth, 1 34) 

This glorious and inspirational vision of teaching applies e q d y  weU 

to a vision of rnother-research, and places it in a prominent place, as a 

vehicle through which both mothers' and children's wonderings and 

developrnents may be examiraed and understood. This vision 

emphasizes the symbiotic connections inherent in the role of mother-researcher. 

(fiom a graduate paper, May 1999 and a conference paper, Oct. 1999) 



Jem cornes do- to find Rachel and Jim dressing a Barbie as Cinderella. Rachel's 

grandfàther is asleep on the couch in a nearby room He has spent the night, which is diflizent 

and exciting for Rachel. 

Rachel: He's stiii snorin' his head off. (said of her grandhther) 

This is a wonderfùl reference for me for a couple of reasom. The 

y uofe is from John Ryan 's Pugwmh the Smuggler (London: The 

Bodley Head, 1976; borrowed earlier in April from W of when 

Cut-throat Jake outlines his plan to chop the crew of the Black Pig 

up into mincerneal su they can ta& over the ship. When reaàing the 

book, Jirn and I have deliberately read his line as " They 'fi d l  be snorin ' their heu& off'' 

rather than " They ' I I  all be snorin ' their fat heads 08 " we wanted to moid the inrroducfion 

of fat head into the househoid vocabulury.) Rachel relishes saying this line and, indeed, her 

grandfather is srill sleeping quite soundiy. 

(From my journai, Apd  1999) 

Mother-research is motbers thinknig, refiectmg and writing about the development, activities 

and experiences of their children. Of the five papers consicid in this examination of mother- 



research, ail authors express v i i ,  tnie interests in ce- îàcets of 

their chiIdren's developrnent and, in these cases, the written research 

has resulted fiom exploration of these interests. i contend that there 

are certain kinds of rnothers who, by virtue of their background, 

social situation and specific outlook on l i . ,  are the note takers, 

CO iiectors, scrapbook-keepers, photographers/archivists who fkd great satistàction and 

interest in these kinds of exploration Lifè with young children is, beyond all of the twnult and 

busyness of daiiy Life, endlessly mteresting. 

(frorn a graduate paper, May 1999) 

Mother-researchers, in k i n g  the difficulties posed by accusations of invalidity r 

perceived infornial methods, the wider appiicabüity of conclusions, the issues of researcher 

credentials (and more), are challenging perceived notions of what is valid in te- of research 

and of what is worth publishing, as weii as what constitutes kno wledge. Mother-resemhers 

have indicated difficulties in finding publishers (Crago & Crago, 1983) and sometirnes worked 

with others in bringing th& work to publication (Wolf and Heath, 1 992). Unlike teacher- 

researchers, who are beghning to develop support networks and groups as a resuit of the 

shared activity of teaching, mothers do not have these iines of communication widely 

available. 

(fkom a graduate paper, May 1999) 



Robert Stake, in The An of Cuse Siudy Research, talks about the difkent roles played by the 

case researcher and the variety of overiaps, continuously and consciousiy debated, that rnay 

occur between the roles. The roles of teacb ,  advocate, evaluator, biographer, interpreter are 

all ro les that rnay be piayeà in case research and, I would argue, m mother-research One key 

point made by Stake is bom out by examination of each of the five examples of mother- 

research: 

Qualitative research. . . champions the interaction of researcher and phenornenon. 
Phenomena need accurate description, but even observational interpretation of those 
phenornena wüi be shaped by the mood, the experience, the intention of the researcher. 
S o m  of these wrappings c m  be shucked, but some cannot. Research is not helped by 
making it appear value f i e .  It is better to give the reader a good look at the 
researcher. Ofien, it is better to leave the wrappings of advocacy that remind the 
reader : Beware. Qualitative research does not dismiss invalid'i of description and 
encourages advocacy. It recognizes that invalidities and advocacies are ever present 
and tums away fiom the goai as weU as the presumption of sanitation (Stake, 95) 

In assuming the various roles played by the mother-researcher, toois for data 

collection are pen and paper, sctapbook and journal, and sotnethes, 

audiotape and videotape, although the spontaneous natures of young 

children ofien niake these kinds of observations difllicuh. The 

techniques of rnother-research are observations and reflections, 

combineci with personal, intirnate kno wledge of the child and the 

culture of the home. Hence, in terms of methodology, mother-researchers immediately accept 

the notion that the tesearcher and the researched mus be at the sarne criticai piane (Roseneil, 

1 993), that personal, everyday experience is integrally valuabie and that the narratives 

resulting Eom these experiences are the much hoped-for outcornes. Furthemore, there is the 
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necessity of considering the autobiographical aspects of the researcher's iifè that corne to bear 

on the relationship between both the researcher and the researched as well as the researcher 

and the subject. 

(fiom a graduate paper, May 1999) 

Ail five works considenxi in this paper also reflect some of the basic tenets of what Sara 

Ruddick caiis the discipline of 'hternal thinking," a practice which demtes the specific kinds 

of thinking that arise fiom the work of caring for children. She d e s :  

I speak about a mother's thought--the inteüectuai capacities she develops, the 
judgmects she makes, the metaphysical attitudes she assunies, the values she a5ms.  
Like a scientist M i n g  up her experiment, a critic working over a text, or a historian 
assessing documents, a mother caring h r  tier children engages in a discipline. She asks 
certain questions-those relevant to her amis-rather tbaa others; six accepts cenain 
criteria for the -th, adequacy, and relevance of proposed a m e r s ;  and she cares 
about the fhdings she makes and can act on. (Ruddick, 24) 

Ruddick fùrther suggests that the discipline of niatemai thinking is only one in which a 

mother may engage and that disciplines may overiap, so ùiat, for 

example, "A mother who is also a critic may Iearn something about 

'reading' a child's behavior fiom reading texts or l e m  something 

about reading itself fiom her child." (Ruddick, 25) Here, I can see the 

true gem of what 1 c& mother-research; a thinking, leaniing person 

who, involved in the work of caring for and raising children, is also engaged in learning h m  

and reflecting about that experience. 

(fiorn a graduate paper, May 1999) 



It has been said that fèmhhq as a movement, bas never corne to grips with rnotherhood and 

that both feminism a d  rnotherhood have different rneanings for different women. Indeed, my 

perspective as a young, educated mother in the 1990's is that we have corne perhaps too fkr in 

the swing of the penduium with respect to our views of motherhood. Somewkre, the joy and 

wonder of rnotherhood have been overlooked, or pushed to one side. As Tuula Gordon writes 

in her study about kminist mothers, "[mJany women intervieweci felt that not enough 

attention is given to the position of mothers and children, and that the 

issues surrounding them require more systematic consideration." 

(Gordon, 1 4 1 - 142) Issues surrounding the distinction between the 

public and private spheres, the importance of everyday H e  and the 

roles of mothers and chiîdren were ail mentioned as areas of concem 

in Gordon's study. Furthemore, there is stiü the overwhelming sense (for me) that the care of 

children is something that needs to be taken care of-Le. by otbers-so that women niay get on 

with their lives. 

My own experience of bearing and raising chiidren in the 1990's has been that of 

choice: when to bear them, where to give birth and what kind of fistyle to choose which is 

compatible with one incorne in a highly materialistic, cornpetitive age. Looking to a midwifk 

for more naturai rnethods of chiidbirth, and to a naturopath for more natural methods of 

treating iilness are extensions of my decision to stay home with my chiidren and do not 

represent the experiences of my rnother, bearing chiidren in the 1 %Us, at any kvel. I view my 
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decisions not as having won back what history bas placed mto the hands of the predommantly 

d e ,  medical world (outüneà by Amup, 1 994) but, rather, as a way of celebratmg and 

empowering women, by aiiowing those actively raising theu chiMren to activeiy raise theù 

children. If we are really committed, for ourselves and for our children, in reforming and 

reconceiving visions of M y  We, of moving fàr beyond the vision of woman as "honorary 

chap," (Stephens, 44), then allowing mothers and fàthers to feel valued and confident m their 

matemal being is &O key. It is fiom this vein tbat rnother-research arises. 

(firom a graduate paper, May 1999) 

Rachel: (she is holding a dandelion on her head, balancing almg a 

curb) 

I'm daisy-head Mayzie with a flower growing out of  my 

head. 

Dr. Seuss ' book scores again! We have recenify borrowed this book from our New Dundee 

fibrary. The concept of the &isy growing ouf of Mayzie 's head is 

quite intriguing to Erich and Rachel and here Rachel mes Sews ' 

picture tu create her own. We are acfuafly leaving a frack meet 

where we 've been to see Jim. She hm picked the flower afong the 

way und then, while balancing along the curb on the way to the car, 



places it on her hund and makes her declararion. 

( fiom my j o u d  May 1 999 and a graduate paper, J* 1 99% 

A constant part of Erich and Rachel's interactions with text bas been 

: '  the5 use of storks anà text in play and m everyday conversation 

Their verbal utterances suggest very much that 

[clhildren will take any materiai, shape, or fom and breathe a bit of thenaelves into it. 
The more shapable, or 'ûnstnictured," the niaterial is, the better it serves for thern to 
project feeüngs and ideas. At nrst contact, a materiai is something outside oneseK and 
a curiosity for that reaçon. It bas to be explored as an item of the world outside of self. 
Then there is experimentation with it tor its own sake: What are its properties and 
possibüiries? Does it stick, stretch, break, fidi, cnish, smear? Eventuaiiy the niaterial 
becomes a med'nim for expression and projection, and it is used for the child's own 
purposes. (Cohen, Stern, Balaban, 1983, 33-34) 

Vygotsky argues (Weiis, 1999) that, as hunians, we are uniüce aii other species in that we take 

the knowledge/cuitural ways that are passed on to us and transfonn or change them into 

something suited for our own purposes, needs or desires. Here, tben, 

is Vygotsky's observation writ large. If 1, in reading ordy with my 

children, pass ont0 them the culture of reading and the i n t h c y  of t '- , 

. . -  
~tories (more than the ways of books in te- of how they are held 

or read, although this is c e m  part of the cultural acquisition as 
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well), and they mke it into thenoth ami malce it part of their own piay in an origiaal way, 

then they have transformeci it. SpecWy,  Rachel explains how they bave changed the story 

so that Inspecter Peckitt will fly around, taking a r e  of Viv and bringing her food for her 

babies. One of them will play the rok of Peckin and, as expiaineci above, the other wiil occupy 

the much coveted motber-role. The culturai art&t (whether here the nature of the male- 

fernale bird rektionship or, more to my current point, the plot and the nature of the characters 

as weil as ampiiîjhg the suggested outcome of lifé on the Eiflel Tower) has been shaped and 

subsequently transformed in the process. 

(from a graduate paper, July 1999 and a conférence paper, Oc<. 1999) 

The addition of some of Vygotsky's perspectives to my kw wledge store has meant that 1 

have corne to see the ways in which not oniy Ench and Rach& but also 1, try to make 

meaning out of experiences. As King writes 

[i]n Vygotsky's view, chüdren's use of self-speech in piay helps them to sequence 
actions, to becorne more flem'ble in ways of solving problems, and to be more eflktive 
both in controlling thet own behavior and in manipuiating objects of play. With young 
children, the speech accompanies the action, but as they grow oider speech takes on a 
planning fiinction and children decide in advance what they WU do next. Subvocalized 
speech is often heard when they are planning what they will draw or M e ,  as weii as 
when they are acnially engage4 m producing a text or a picture. (King, 1985,36) 

1 have noted the presence of personal or private stories and the roles that they phy in the lives 

of Rachel and Erich. The children themselves acknowledge that they engage in this kind of 

thinking and that it happens at quiet times, such as time spent alone in their rooms or even 



before sleep. 

February 23: 1999 

Eric h: 1 have a story that I keep to rnyself as a secret. An 

Unagination story. 

Jenn: A secret? That's okay. 

Erich: And I'm niaking it up. 

Some small look into the private imaginative world of young children We 've tulked before 

about how bedtime und quiet times con be times for your own thoughts. Both Erich and 

Rachel have also expressed to me thor sometimes they think things (angry, ma4 in their 

h e a k  und we 've discussed how this is just jhe. I 'd love to h o w  whar Erich 's st ory is but I 

don 'i ask I um thrilled that he wunts to stifî tell me that he 's making one up- 

Tuesday, June 1, 1999 

( We are dropping Erich off for school and we have Rachel's bike in the back seat, en route to 

bike raiiy/decorate day at preschool. Rachel is a bit jammed in the &ont seat because o f  the 

bike so 1 ask her to wait there while 1 take Erich to the kindetgatten door. When I retum, she 

talks to me.) 

Rac he 1: 1 was playhg a game by myself when you weren't hem. 

Jem: What game? 



Rachel: 1 was taking to myseifin my head. . . 

Revetution of inner speech? Inner dialogue? I am so gkld that Rachel har shared wïth me the 

howledge rhat she was busy imaginin@hinking. Withouî a doubt, I Anow that chiihen me 

rea fiy busy thinking about things in their hea& 

June 25, 1999 

Rac he1: I didn't do any artwork. 

km: That's okay. Did you play? 

Rachel: No. 

Jenn: What did you do? 

Rachel: Lied down and thought about a story that 1 made up. 

Jem: That you d e  up. bmnm. . . 

Rachel: 1 feu asleep and had a Little dream. 

Erich and Rachel hud gone to their rooms to do some quiet play jtrst before we had to leave 

ro fake Erich to school. Erich had been coiouring and I was looùing at his pictwe when 

Rachel came out of her room to share whar she had been doing. l am fmcinafed by the 

glimpse into what she does/how she spendr her alone finie. I thought of Vygofsky and his 

concept of inner speech. Thefifeen minutes in her room gave her tirne for some of her own 

inner storyte f h g .  

(fiom my jounial, dates as indicated, and a graduate paper, J d y  1999) 



What m e r s  is that lives do not serve as modeb; on& stories do that. And it is a hard 
thing to make up stories to live by. We c m  only reteU and live by the stories we have 
read or heard. We live our lives through texts. They may be read, or chanted, or 
experienced ektronically, or corne to us, lüce the murmurings of our mothers, telling 
us what conventions derriaad. Whaîever their form or medium, these stories have 
formed us ail; they are what we must use to make new fictions, new narratives. 
(Heilbrun, l988,37) 

Through my ongoiag inquiry into my children's verbal connections to text and through 

the continuity of a daiiy, iived experience, 1 have corne to perceive both the narrative unity 

(ConneUy and Clandinin, 1990 ) as weU as the ways in which 1, as 

researcher and rnother, play the ditSerat roles which a h  w the 

inquiry to exist and the stories to be toM. As Conneiiy and Clandùiin 

suggest, 1 am "at once, engaged in living, t ehg ,  retelling, and 

reiiving S ~ O &  (1990,4)." My multiple roles, my very stance (Hade, 1992, 193) as someone 

vitally connected as well as active& nurhiring this lived phenornenon, d o w  me to hear rny 

children's voices and stories and to teil their stories as well as mine. 

(fiorn a graduate paper, July 1999) 

As a rnother, and a mother-researcher, 1 am weü aware of the changing tempos of the rhythm 

of life: its even regularity when we have time together as a fàmily; its quickening march as we 

head towards the uitimate dedine  of school or activity approaching; its fienetic spinning 

when life is as its busiest; its quiet slowing as bedtime approaches. Li& with small children, in 
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all of its busyness and surprises, is fbrever interestllig. Mother- 

research is Uiûicately connected to, and gets its very litèline, fiom the 

rhythm of the Mk of the famiS. fiom which it emerges, hence the two 

dBmmt, yet connected, passages with which this paper started. Such 

a connection means any number of things to any number of mother- 

researchers. Primarily, it is a cause for ceiebration in that it ernerges fiom within the culture of 

the home and, as such, does not strike discordant or unnaîural chorâs in d a  He. In addition, 

it means that observations and reflections d e  fiom within this enviromnent may be niade 

with the knowledge of past occurrences and may be aitered or reflected upon as a result of 

dl-to-happen occurrences. StiU fllrther, the nature of the roie played by the mother- 

researcher is such that daily lived phenornena are immediate and available for 'tvandering" and 

-'wondering." (Short et al, 174) At the same t h e ,  however, this connection to the rhythm of  

life also means that a mother-researcher must contend with the needs and demands that f'all 

w i t h  the "mother" part of her d e  and, no doubt, these are of such a nature that they must 

be dealt with tirst. (For this very reason, the luury of writing on a Thursday aflernoon cannot 

be missed.) Thus, as the role of  rnother is multi-fàceted, even more so is the role of rnother- 

researcher. Furthermore, some mighî argue that the role of mother-researcher provides little 

opportunity for distancing and for reflection. Herein, 1 wouid argue, cornes the place of 

inquiry in mother-research and rnother-research in inquiry. 

(fiom a graduate paper, Jdy 1999) 





Chapter Seven: So Wbat About Pre-reading Reader Respoose? 

You are just in time for the very best part of the day. . . when you and me become we. 
(Pooh to Christopher Robin in Pooh 's Grarzd Adventrire) 

I have attempted to give a picture of the playground itself; to show the lore being 
transrnitted fiom child to child, the nonce games being invented, and the behaviour of 
performers and their audiences. 1 wanted to recognize that boredom is the bane of 
humankind, and to exempli@ the rneans children have of keeping it at bay. I wanted, 
above all, to cal1 up the sensation of being surrounded by the kaleidoscopic vitaIity of 
the eager, laughing, shouting, devil-may-care people in the playground. 

(Opie, î7ze People 111 the Pl~~vgro~rrzci) 

In discussing the implications of the phenomenoIogical descriptions presented in the 

previous three chapters, 1 will attempt to offer some illumination as to their significance. This 

c hapter will revolve around the significance of the phenomenological descriptions to the 

world of intertextual connections @art of my children's pre-reading reader response) created 

and shared by my farnily. Chapter Eight will revolve around the significance of my joumey 

towards mother-research as highlighted by elements of the descriptions. Although both 

realms are intricately joined, the separation of the discussion of the implications will allow a 

more detailed examination of each realm. 

Some cornmon threads emerge when examining the phenomenological descriptions. 

As this is the study of Iived experience, I offer these threads with the caveat that I am not 

attempting to suggest that there exists a distilled, specific statement or sum at which I will 

amve. Rather, the contrary is true: daily Iife is a constant Stream of differences, al1 combining 

to make the whole of a life, some with cornmon elements, but al1 different component parts 

nevertheless. As 1 have attempted to illustrate by the woven tapestry of words which 

composes my phenomenologica1 descriptions, the whole of something may be quite different 
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than the pieces which make it up. Furthemore. this study is the exploration of the lived 

esperience of my farnily. Its universality and applicability to others' lives and situations is 

not within the focus or intent of this kind of phenomenological exploration. Indeed, the 

cornmon threads of this exploration stem from and reflect one fmily's experience with a 

specific kind of phenomenon. 

The Family Bond of Shared Oral Reading 

One of the most obvious threads in the woven tapestry of words of the previous three 

chapters is that of the bond of shared oral reading, something that has come to be part of the 

everyday, normal routine of our home. Although the intertextual connections themselves are 

from conversations or play afier the reading tirne, their very existence bespeaks this bond; 

without the shared oral reading, these connections could not be made. Through the lived 

experience of my family, 1 make the observation that such connections occur with other texts 

as well (Le. the spoken texts of family stories. the audiotaped texts of books on tape, the texts 

of videos). However, the opportunity and the occasion of sharing and celebrating connections 

tlirough the medium of storybooks is one that has yielded and continues to yield much h i t .  

Not only do the children gain confidence and farniliarity in "the ways of books" (Le. pnnt 

conventions, illustration styles, variations of tone and voice in the actual reading, the literally 

endless plots of stories and their workings out), there is the opportunity for sharing something 

of oneself with one's children (and, certainly, vice versa when the children become the 

readers). After all, no text is alive without the voices (interna1 or extemal) to make it so and it 

is only through the connections that we make to texts that they become part of us. As Purves 



et al suggest, 

Language and literacy do not make any sense without literature, because it is 
literature that helps us bind as a nation made up of interesting and quirky subgroups. 
As a nation, we are what we read, watch, listen to, and do. Literature is functional in 
Our lives; it supports and sustains us as individuals and groups. (Purves et al, 45-46) 

The Role of Listeoing in Family Literacy 

Evidsnt throughout the descriptions of daily, lived experience f o n d  in the previous 

chapters is both the desire on the part of Rachel and Erich, and the willingness on the part of 

Jim and 1. as parents, to listen to Our children. Seeing our words, and some revelation of the 

rhythm of  life in our home as it is shown in the phenomenological descriptions, underscores 

the role that listening plays in Our home. By hearing about and sharing in the reader response 

of our children, we have opened up avenues for communication which do not often deal with 

reader response. However, by allowing and accepting that literature and response to it is a 

necessary, natural part of our lives, we have set in place the pattern for the kinds of 

discussions, with us Iistening sometimes instead ofjust talking. The fact that the sharing of 

the reader response, ofien the intertextual connections which I have expIored in this paper, 

continues may well be testament to the acceptance that Erich and Rachel feel. Without this 

acceptance, it is unlikely that these wonderfûl experiences would continue to the extent that 

tliey do; after all, why try to share with others who don't wish to listen? 

Furthermore, I suggest that the kind of listening that we try to do in our home, and 

that has become evident through examining the children's pre-reading reader response. in this 

case intertextual connections, very much has an impact on the literature we read. A kind of 

reciprocal life is brought both to our shared oral reading lives, and to the literature itself. As 
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discussed earlier, texts are brought to life through those who read them. Family literacy, in 

wtiich family members share, respond to, and cultivate a literature of their own, can be the 

mechanism through which these texts assume life. It can also be the mechanism through 

which a family learns to speak its own "family language" and through which its members 

find themselves, on a certain level, bound to each other and to the family as a whole. 

Life is in Books and Books are in Life 

Many of the intertextual connections contained in the previous three chapters suggest 

an incorporation of a "book into life." These are the occasions when real-life experiences 

have been echoed or presented first in books and, when they occur in the daily happenings of 

home. Erich or Rachel makes the connection. For example, when 1 reading aloud a book 

about sea lions which is Erich's school library choice for the week, the text talks about the 

way in which sea Iions are arnazing swimmers. 

"Just like men can. Remember that boy went shotting straight as an arrow through the 

water, " says Erich. 

"Which boy?" 1 Say, asking him to clarifL his statement. 

"Norman." 

Here, Ench makes a reference is to another library book, The Grear White Mm- 

Euring Shark: A Cautionav Tale, in which a boy named Nonnan puts on a shark fin and 

scares swimmers from the water so that he can have it al1 to himself. it is a fumy book. 

Erich's deduction is really interesting in ihat he has applied something fiom the fictional 

realm of the story to the real-life world of  sea lions. (Erom rny journal, Jan. 1999) 
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Another example reveals a similar kind of  connection, made this time through the 

physical action of  falling and getting up. We are skating, the three of us (Rachel, Ench and 

Jemifer), at Kitchener City Hall. The moming weather is glorious and sumy. Rachel is on 

two-bladed skates this season. Today she is doing longer and longer little steps. At one point, 

she falls down. After laying still for a moment (flat out, spread-eagled), she gets up and says, 

"1 pick myself up." 

Here she makes a direct reference to a Iittle book called I Like Mjself; which she and I had 

been reading before bed the night before. In it, a little pig talks about al1 of the reasons why 

she likes herself. Her action in falling ont0 the ice, laying flat-out, and then getting herself up 

reminds her of the little pig who also picks herself up when she falls down. (fiom my journal, 

Feb. 1999) 

Still another example seems linked to a physicai situation: that of getting dressed. 

Jim is helping Rachel to get dressed. She is wearing a pair of green plaid overalls which she 

hasn't wom (or ageed  to wear) before. She tells Jim: 

"I'm just like Corduroy--'cause Corduroy wears these." 

Jim responds, "Yes, he does." 

Rachel's reference is to Don Freeman's Cordzrroy S Pocket, in which Corduroy is 

pictured quite clearly in overalls, to which his fiiend Lisa later sews a pocket when he  goes 

missing. The overalls are not a big part of the story (they get damp and get dried at the 

laundromat and a pocket is later sewn ont0 them) but her overalls are at the moment and her 

visual/tangible connection is to them. (fiom my journal, April 1999) 

Both words and actions seem to be factors in other book-to-life connections. For 
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exampIe, Erich and 1 are having a discussion about how sometimes practice is needed to be 

able to do things the way that you want to do them (for example, tying your shoes, writing 

your name, riding your bike without training wheels). 

"Sometimes it's easy and sometimes it's as hard as can be," i Say. 

Erich responds, "Just like in Frankh Rides a Bike. He said, 'Nothing is as easy 

as it looks."' 

Erich's reference to the Bourgeois and Clark book seems prompted by both Our discussion 

and the reaIities of finding sorne things difficult. (fiom my journal, May 1999) 

The windows of  understanding that the children's intertextual connections offer to me 

as a parent have provided me with gIimpses into the ways in which they see the world and 

their actions in it. From the instant of birth, there is a growing separation between child and 

mother. To connect and to join, even rnomentarily, in a shared kind of existence of  an 

intertextual reference (acknowledging, of course, that no two people see the world the sarne 

way) is reminiscent o f  a locked gaze, a mutual smile, a h m o n y  of sorts, of Pooh's "we" in 

the opening quote fiom this chapter. Furthemore, the emotional intimacy accompanying my 

rcalization and understanding of  their connections has muItiplied the wonders and joys that 

both my husband and 1 have experienced as parents. To reaiize that stories can be the medium 

through which some of  life's experiences may be examined or explored or debated is to 

reaffirrn that Our actions and words as parents are indeed vital for those for whom we 

"preserve the worid." (Bateson, 1999) 



The Emotional Aspects of Responding to Literature 

My first interests as a graduate student in examining my children's intertextual 

connections stemmed fiom my fascination with the ernotional aspect of their responses to our 

shared oral reading. As evident in the phenomenological descriptions of the previous three 

chapters, I have both as a rnother and a graduate student experienced and observed these 

enlotional responses. in a complementary way. they have allowed me as a mother to 

esperience how my children can express their emotions through metaphor. or the lens of 

experience of someone else. As a graduate student, 1 have been able to observe actual 

practice, that of my children responding to Iiterature, and place theory in perspective to what 

1 have observed. Two examples fkom my 1999 journal illustrate the extent to which emotion 

plays a role both in the children's intertextual responses and my understanding of them. 

One afiernoon, after school, Erich has been rude in responding to me about a question 

I've asked him, He has the tired-after-school-neediness that seems common in his early 

experience of school as the week draws to a close. 1 remark on his response to me, saying, 

"There's already been a lot of upheaval here." 

"'Cause we had to mach 'em pretty penguins,"' replies Ench. 

Erich's reference is to Helen Lester's T l ~ h y  the Pe~igzii~z, in which some hunters corne and 

proclairn that they will capture the penguins and sel1 them, getting quite rich. It is a tense 

moment until Tacky cornes to the rescue. Erich has captured the tenor of the moment, 

Lester's and ours, by using this reference, showing that even in his gmmpies, he makes 

connections to the world of literature.(fiom my journal, April 1999) 

Here, 1 corne to the realization that I am not the only one who is still affected by the 
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emotion of  the moment. Ench's response tells me that he feels as if he's been ordered around, 

in the way that the robbers Say that they will order their penguin prisoners around. 

On another spring evening, we are eating supper. Rachel is up from her chair (which 

is something we're working on nght now) and rummaging in the fiidge. When asked to 

return (several times), she shuts the door and sits down, declaring fiercely, 

"Mr. Budnot." 

The situation is neatly diffised here as we al1 enter into a discussion of where this reference 

has come fiom and what it means. Erich finally declares, "It's from TIzwnbefi~ia!!" The 

reference is indeed to Thumbeliria and Mr. Budnot, who wants to rnarry Thitmbeli,ia and 

irnprison her because of his mole-like hatred of sunshine. Such a revelation of Rachel's 

feelings at the moment! (from my journal, Apnl 1999) 

The strong sentiment expressed here by Rachel makes apparent to me that she feels as 

if she is being thwarted. By understanding her intertextual c o ~ e c t i o n ,  and being part of  the 

situation, 1 am able to gain some clarity as to her emotions at the moment. Furtherrnore, it 

demonstrates the way in which the aesthetic response to shared oraI reading has spilled over 

from the moment of reading into the lives of those who have shared it. The CO-construction of 

meaning in which we al1 take part after Rachel's exclamation reverberates with Wells' 

statement that "Meanings are made, not found." (1995,237) 

Times of Transformation: Embroidering through Play and More 

A variety of intertextual connections also suggest that certain kinds of transforming or 

embroidering of texts occurs when Erich and Rachel make intertextual connections. 
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Specifically, not al1 references are to the exact occurrence of an event or statement. As Wolf 

and Heath suggest, 

A text that is known to a child does not remain in its original state or even in a steady, 
stable form; instead, the child rewrites it. Texts become transfomative stock to which 
young readers can return again and again as they figure out their own roles, words, 
actions, and critiques of their current situations. (109- 1 IO) 

The building of games by Erich and Rachel are suggestive of this kind of transformation. 

Indeed, a whole aspect of Ench ana Rachel's responses to literature flows fiom their dramatic 

pIay and it is in their play that they show the ways in which stories have becorne interisvined 

into their imaginations and Iives. When they are very young, they play "the Hour of the Frog" 

game and run about the house, yelling and trying to evoke the sense of suspense (and maybe 

fear) provided by the story, although they opt not to act out the story. When they are a bit 

older, they act out games like the "Viv and Inspector Peckitt" game in which they assign 

roles and, working within their assigned roles (using Freeman's overall structure), they act 

according to their roles and their inclinations as persons to alter or shift their roles and, in so 

doing, to change the cultural artifact which they have been given (Wells, 1999). To my 

knowledge, these garnes have not been inspired by sounds or sights reminiscent of the books 

(i.e. the croaking of fiogs, or the flight of pigeons) but, rather, through the desire of the 

children to play together, to CO-construct a game. and to use the familiar patterns of stories 

such as these as the basis for their own embroidenng. Their eagerness and their ability to 

perform this kind of blending, or making new fiom what is already known, is evident through 

the vicw into lived experience provided in the previous three chapters. With stories (and 

more) as their tools, they are creators, inventors, designers: 



. . . Protean in your elements, 
You are ali time shaped into flesh; 
You fashion sand, water, stars and paint to 
your own use, making the fresh 
connections behind innocent 
eyes where others cannot follow. 

About your superiority Wordsworth was right. 
(Wade, 1985) 

A Shared Window into a World of Stories 

In her book, How fhe Heather Looks: A Joyous Jolrnrey to the British Sources of 

Chikit-en S Books, Joan Bodger writes of her farnily's journey to England in the 1950's. 

where they searched for and discovered the settings, places and inspirations for many works 

of children's literature. Of telling, and re-teIIing, stories. she writes in her aftenvord, "Bw 

sirrce the lasr rime 1 toid it. and since the last finle yorr heurd i f ,  the enrrlt 's gorze 'rorrnd the 

s~crz. rhe min 's fallen into the brook, and the book S nitr irzto the river. Everz ~yyozr 've heard 

rile story before. even if1 tell it word for word j iat like thejirst tirne. yozi 've changed and i 've 

chongeri urrd the s t o v  rvill change." (232-233) Her words cany weight for the study of 

intertextual connections, such as has been presented in this paper, and for the study of pre- 

reading reader response as a whole. Children grow and change quickly and the nature of 

their responses to stories, and the stories themselves, change as well. Connections to new 

stories as well as familiar ones grow, multiply and dwindle, only to begin again with new 

interests. (1 think here of the times that Rachel and Erich respond again and again to certain 
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works, such as Helen Lester's Tacb the Pengziirz.) Fascination with intertextual connections 

is one aspect of a changing shared world of stories and the exploration of it is, in a way, 

another connection. Overwhelmingly, the connections themselves have shown me. as a 

teacher and as a mother and as a reader, that Iiterature will "get you where you're at" and that 

is the true "bequest of wings" (to use Duff s words) fiom shared oral reading: a Song that 

weaves its way into the lives of the family that shares it; the "stuff that dreams [and more] are 

made on" (with thanks to Shakespeare and Tlze Tenzpest). 



Chapter Eight: Why Mother-Research? 

Al1 writing is about time that is lost, a desire to retrieve experience. whether 
biographical or fictional. We are, at the very least, retrieving experience from silence. 
But if writing retrieves the past, it c m  also be a way to retneve the future. The best 
writing, in some way, changes us. 

(Michaels, Frozen Acrobarics of Merno?) 

Walking, she felt the pain still, at the base of her spine, in the space he had occupied. 
The warm heavy lump of him, outside, did not account for absence within. He too 
seemed to be suffeting from an irretrievable loss. . . . There was a kind of knitting 
going on, her rhythm to his. 

(Govier? Angel Wdk) 

This chapter focuses on the significance of the phenomenological descriptions of my 

journey as a mother-researcher. As suggested in the previous chapter, this discussion applies 

solely to my own lived experience. No claims or attempts to suggest that this expenence is or 

could be tme for others are within the scope of this study. Instead. some common threads will 

be highlighted with respect to the phenomenological descriptions of Chapters Four, Five and 

Sis. 

Liminality and Further Connections to iMother-Research 

Carolyn Heilbmn, in FVomen 's Lives: The Vieiv from the I7weshold. describes a state 

of liminal i ty, an in-between-ness, where no clear goal is perceived, where no farniliar role 

niay be currently played but, nevertheless, where women flourish and grow and experience 

success. As a stay-at-home mother in the 19901s, and then as a part-time graduate student, 1 

have found myself in this in-between world, where my previous university and teaching 

experience do not align themselves with my farnily expenence of stay-at-home parenting. As 
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espressed in both Chapter 1 and Chapter 6, my past experience necessarily has affected my 

parenting choices and styles and, yet at the same time, I have found myself with no present 

role model. Such murkiness with respect to path or position is indeed unsettling, and has 

forced me into a state of constant examination of the roles that 1 play in m y  life and the lives 

of those around me. As 1 wrote during my first graduate course at OISENT. "As for who I 

am and what I do today--1 sometimes feel as if I am constantly in transition. 1 am a high 

school English teacher who is currently in the third year of a planned eight-year ?h-nre from 

teaching; 1 am at home raising my two small children. I am starting this course and degree for 

my own persona1 and professional development." (July 6, 1996. EDT 1326) Evident through 

the phenomenological descriptions in Chapters Four, Five and Six is my growing comfort 

with considering my own reflections on the intertextual connections. 1 began early in the 

graduate student process to focus on the words of the children themselves and, indeed, this 

interest has only grown during the past three years. Nevertheless. 1 have corne to realize my 

own process of understanding, my own taking in, culling and bringing fonvard, of ideas and 

thoughts about the connections themselves. Graduate work has not ended rny feelings of 

liniinality (indeed, as a full-time mother pursuing part-time gaduate work in a pnmarily off- 

campus setting, I am only too aware of the difficuIties and issues which present themselves) 

and, yet, graduate work, and the phenomenological, narrative nature of my dissertation work. 

has allowed me to give voice to my feelings. 

The Graduate Experience as Reflecting on Learniog and the Role of Writing 

The choice of my chilbren's pre-reading reader response as the focus for the majority 
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of my studies at OISE/UT has presented both challenges and rewards. Giving intense thought 

and energy to a phenomenon within one's house, especially in the position of full-time 

mother, have meant that 1 have participated in a continuous turning or looking inwards at my 

children and their development and, subsequently (or perhaps simultaneously), at myself. 

This process has been emotionally demanding and has forced the kind of self-questioning 

that has both umerved and empowered me. As well, my academic background and interests 

have found me well-equipped and motivated to continue to marvel and reflect on the 

intertextual connections made by my children. This kind of blending of roles (mother, reader, 

former teacher, graduate student) has placed me in a unique position and. as with Heilbrun's 

other examples of those "on the threshold," 1 have found a freedom and a success that I had 

not anticipated. This is not to suggest that there is even a day that passes without a moment of 

self-doubt and questioning for, after all, in the sarne way that having children has given both 

shape and freedom to my life in ways that nothing else has thus far, 1 also recognize that 

parenting is the most challenging endeavour that 1 have faced to this point in my life. Hence, 

in atternpting to provide a look into the lived experience of my home, 1 have tried to 

acknowledge my world-views and, in so doing, to set for the reader the lenses through which 

this study has been canied out- 

Writing as the primary means for collecting field texts and for reflecting on them has 

brought forth its own rewards. At the same time as 1 am preserving some of the moments in 

time in which my children share glimpses into their ways of seeing the world, 1 am also 

preserving my ways of seeing them. As Anne Michaels suggests in the epigraph to this 

chapter, writing is for me an attempt to reûieve moments fiom the past; in so doing, it 
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changes me. It gives me the space and time to collect my thoughts, to compare and to 

contrast, to reject and accept and, ultimately, to record both parts of my children7s lives and 

also of my life. In these dual functions, as a means of recording and preserving, writing is the 

means by which I am constructing meaning, adding to my own store of knowledge and 

transfonning it in the process. 

Mother-Research as Writing in the "Womao's Sphere": Historical Connections 

Graduate work, and the evolution of the concepts of mother-research, have allowed 

me to see myself as connected historically to other women. In their book on the history of 

English-Canadian women doing the work of "history," Boutilier and Prentice offer the 

observation that 

Women have been witing history since at least the medieval period in the West and, 
viewed as a body of work, their historical writings exhibit certain shared 
charactenstics. The first of these was a cornmon preoccupation with the history of 
women, whether working in a biographical mode or using the perspectives of 
scientific history to reconstxuct the collective experiences of specific groups of 
women. Another was a tendency to write histories of their own family members. 
Indeed, as Natalie Zemon Davis argues, those few women who wrote in the 'great 
man' tradition of political biography, in the early modem penod, were usually related 
in some fashion to their subjects. Only in this way could these women claim the 
authority to speak, as women, about matters more typically associated with male 
expertise. (Boutilier and Prentice. 9) 

1 offer the observation that, in many ways, my experience with mother-research reflects some 

of the same basic aspects as these women wrïting about their lives and the Iives of their 

family members: specifically, there is tmly an interest in exmining and preserving the past 

and, in doing so, in effectively preserving their roles as mothers and mother-researchers as 

well as the developments and expenences of their children. This kind of mother-research is 



historically oriented, in its exploration of the current social worlds of the children and 

mothers who are its subjects. 

Broadly following this notion of writing in the women's sphere, 1 consider the words 

of Marina Benjamin who, in writing of women in Bntain during the years 1780- 1945, 

observes that 

[tlhe commonest strategy employed by women writers on science during this period, 
in their attempts to reconcile public ideals of womanliness with their personal gender 
identity, was to rernain within the traditional bounds of pedagogic discourse. Women 
like Bryan, Wakefield and Edgeworth adapted languages of  science to fit such 
discourse; they deployed conversational or didactic narratives set more O fien t han not 
in the class-room; they wrote primers and addressed children and women. (Benjamin, 
5 1-52) 

Hiyhlighted, then, between the hvo worlds of English-Canadian women writing history and 

British women writing about science is the notion that somehow these are the avenues 

available to them with respect to maintaining the notions of the female identity, while 

striving to rnove beyond these constricted notions. 1 contend that, with respect to my 

esperience, modem-day mother-research stems not fiom the necessity of having to w i t e  this 

way but, rather, fiom the desire and choice to do so. Heilbrun observes that modern-day 

women's memoirs "search for, or reflect upon the changes in their lives they have themselves 

brought about, and which they see as continuing to affect them as they remain in a state of 

liminality." (1 999,4546) Mother-research, and this study in particular, is autobiographical in 

nature and shares elements of Heilbrun's description of memoirs. Clearly, true interest in the 

shared world between children and parents, the desire to presexve as well as to share and 

reflect upon these discoveries, are part of the motivation for this examination. Furthermore, 

many authors of works which may be considered "mother-research" (Bissex, Butler, Crago & 
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Crago, Schickedanz, Wolf) share the commonality of academic or education-related 

backgrounds. suggesting that their expenences in higher education may have opened up the 

opportunities for these explorations. My own background as a graduate student in English 

literature, as well as a secondary school English teacher and doctoral student in education. 

lias provided me with the tools for this kind of exmination, and also complemented the kind 

of wondering mind that has accornpanied me on my educational journey. 

Motberhood as Learning to Learn: Present Connections 

At a recent conference, Muthers arzd Educution (Brock University, Oct. 1999), 

educators, students and mothers gathered together to reflect and to share their stories about 

mothenng and mothers. Discussions were Far-reaching and varied: about what teaching has 

taught them about mothering and what mothenng has taught them about teaching; about 

competing urgencies and struggles to balance working lives and mothering lives; about 

peace-making and peace-keeping and motherhood; about mothers as their children's first 

teachers; about family literacy and mothers' essential roles; about writing and reading 

women's stories; about ways to connect and to sustain connections with growing and 

changing children. Here, amidst this throng of thoughtfiil, intuitive people 1 sensed two 

important things: that mothers are intricately and emotionally connected to their children and 

that 1 am, in this sense, connected to this group. 

As the luncheon speaker at this conference, Mary Catherine Bateson (1  999) described 

motherhood as "an experience of learning to learn." At this description, my understanding of 

my fascination with my child's words and connections, and my exploration of them through 
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my graduate work, became clearer. My journey into and through motherhood is part of both 

my educationai journey and my life journey; in listening, looking, and learning, 1 am both at 

one with my children and separate fiom them. 1 am continuously in the process of "learning 

to learn" (to use Bateson's phrase) and, in so doing, 1 am listening not only to my farnily but 

also to myself and am being changed in the process. Heightened awareness, new knowledge 

and the resulting empowennent in terrns of my vision of myself are some of the facets of this 

change. This dissertation, and the accornpanying graduate work, have given me the 

opportunity to examine the ways in which 1 have come to see the phenomenon of my 

children's pre-reading reader response, in the form of their intertextual connections, as well 

as my own role in wondering and theorizing about this phenomenon. As one manifestation of 

mother-research, this dissertation has explored the Iived experience of  a family whose life is 

abundant with the wonders of shared stones. 



Epilogue 

Why do we read, Mommy? 



Why do we read, Mornmy? 



When do we read, Mommy? 



How do we read, Mommy? 



Where do we read, Momrny? 



What do we read, Mommy? 



Why do we read, Mommy? 



APPENDIX A: Search Parameters for Mother-Research 

The folIowing search pararneters were used in detennining whether the term "mother- 
research" has been used in the schotarly literature in the sarne way in which 1 have used it in 
this dissertation. To my knowledge, there is no reference in the literature which empIoys this 
tenn as 1 have used it. 

Search pararneters: 

rno ther-research 
rnother researcher 
mother as researcher 
mother AND researcher 

researc her mother 
parental research 
parent-researcher (yields 1, Chang, as discussed) 



APPENDIX B: Search Parameters for Pre-reading Reader Response 

The following search parameters were used ta inquire whether there are references in the 
scholarly literature to the use of the term "pre-reading reader response" as 1 have used it in 
this dissertation. To my knowledge, this term has not been used before to connote "pre- 
reading reader response" as discussed in this paper. 

pre-reading reader response 
emergent readers response to literature 
response to literature (20, none of which yielded usage of the term or referred to pre-readers) 



APPENDIX C: Letters of Consent 

Juiy 16,1999 

Dear Rachel, 

As you know, Mornmy is writing a stoay about how much you a d  Erich iike books and storics. 
She is writing this story for our M y  a d  for h a  schooI work at the university. 

Mornmy will sharc with you (as shc dwiys dosr) tbe difftzcaf things that you say and do th& arc 
aboutthebooksthatweread W h ~ r h e i s ~ y o u d b s a b I ~ t o s e e ~ d h a v e i c a d t o y o u  
a long, long story about how muoh our M y  loves books md reading. 

Whai M o m m y  is writing this story, she will use some of your words and some of the thingP that 
she hows about you @cc when you startaï iiking to look at books yourself). You may as& 
Mommy questions any ttne tht you wish about wht she b writisg and she will uiswa them 
truthnilly. YOU should let Mommy Lnow if you have M o n s  or arc tond .bout what oht 
is dting.  If you don't want Momrny to writc her story any longer, tkn you just need to tell 
Mommy and she wiii stop writhg i t  

Thank you for k i n g  part of my M y .  1 thinic that we WU masme this venture togethcr for a 
long t h e  to come. 

With love, 

Your Mother 

Wite  your namc here to show that you understand what has b e a  read to you: 

Signatures of parent& 



July 16,1999 

As you how, Mommy is writing a mry about how much you and Rachel Iüre books and stones. 
She is WZiting this story for our M y  and for her school work at the univdty. 

Mommy wiii share with you (as shc alwsys does) the dis- things thiit you =y do thrit arc 
about the books that wc d. Whca she io hishd, you wiii be able to see and have read to you 
a long, long story about how much our M y  loves books and rcacbg- 

When Mommy is Wnting this story, she will use some of yom words and some of the things that 
she knows about you (iikc whcn you rrtutcd liLing to look at books yourscif). You mq a& 
Mommy~o~~~cinytimcthrtyouwishaboutwhatsheis~rudshewill.nswsrthcm 
tntthfuly. You should let Mommy know if you have questions or arc conccrned about whiit she 
is writiug. Ifyou don't want Mommy to write her stoy any longer, th- you just n d  to tell 
Mommy and she will stop writing it. 

Thank you for being part of my M y .  1 thinL that we will treasun this venture togtther for a 
long tirne to corne. 

W1îh Iove, 

Your Mother 

Wrïte your name hem to show that you undentruid what has ben rcad to you: 

Signatures of parents: 



As you know, I am cxplorbg the verbai connectio~~ made by our chiidriai as part of my doctoral 
woik at OISENT. I tbe cNnaen records h m  my jourmil WU s ~ m e  of ow f â d y  
bistory via our audio and videotapcs and baby calendars and scrapbooks- M y  intention U to 
produce a sensitive zefledon of our îifbworid with our chüdrai as it patah  ta tb magie of 
shared oral x d k g  with than. You an a major part of tb d d  ad, as such, dcctiotls about 
youaswrUssyom~&cuepptoftbechildrtn'~verbalCOllllbCfi~~~~dwillmdoabt 
constituîe part of the dbcbtïon. As part of my work, 1 isqulle yoip pumission and support for 
thîs miitcrial to be in the public domain, meanhg that it WU xmt d y  be part of my disSeitaton 
but that part of it may k pubIislrrA in otba souma 

As has becn the case with the rrst of our rcIationship, I wiii &am with you a d  00Dsult with YOU 
about my records and my reflebions. Parmtîng is a mutuai pcirtnsrrhip and 1 valut a d  tnrsine 
your participation in this study- Ifat any rime, you havt qudons or CO- pl- diraiss 
them with me. Shodd you fa1 that you need to withdraw Mm the s t d y  it riny pl- 
know that you are ike to do so. 

'IhaaL you for your support and input. 1 look f o d  to the continuaiion of our p a r t a d p -  

Please sign below to indiate that you have and understand this letter- 
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